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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
Novel PET Systems and Image Reconstruction with Actively Controlled Geometry
by
Ke Li
Doctor of Philosophy in Electrical Engineering
Washington University in St. Louis, Aug 2017
Research Advisor: Joseph A. O’Sullivan, Yuan-Chuan Tai
Positron Emission Tomography (PET) provides in vivo measurement of imaging ligands that
are labeled with positron emitting radionuclide. Since its invention, most PET scanners
have been designed to have a group of gamma ray detectors arranged in a ring geometry,
accommodating the whole patient body. Virtual Pinhole PET incorporates higher resolution
detectors being placed close to the Region-of-Interest (ROI) within the imaging Field-of-View
(FOV) of the whole-body scanner, providing better image resolution and contrast recover. To
further adapt this technology to a wider range of diseases, we proposed a second generation
of virtual pinhole PET using actively controlled high resolution detectors integrated on a
robotic arm. When the whole system is integrated to a commercial PET scanner, we achieved
positioning repeatability within 0.5 mm. Monte Carlo simulation shows that by focusing the
high-resolution detectors to a specific organ of interest, we can achieve better resolution,
sensitivity and contrast recovery.
In another direction, we proposed a portable, versatile and low cost PET imaging system for
Point-of-Care (POC) applications. It consists of one or more movable detectors in coincidence
xiii
with a detector array behind a patient. The movable detectors make it possible for the
operator to control the scanning trajectory freely to achieve optimal coverage and sensitivity
for patient specific imaging tasks. Since this system does not require a conventional full
ring geometry, it can be built portable and low cost for bed-side or intraoperative use. We
developed a proof-of-principle prototype that consists of a compact high resolution silicon
photomultiplier detector mounted on a hand-held probe and a half ring of conventional
detectors. The probe is attached to a MicroScribe device, which tracks the location and
orientation of the probe as it moves. We also performed Monte Carlo simulations for two
POC PET geometries with Time-of-Flight (TOF) capability.
To support the development of such PET systems with unconventional geometries, a fully
3D image reconstruction framework has been developed for PET systems with arbitrary
geometry. For POC PET and the second generation robotic Virtual Pinhole PET, new
challenges emerge and our targeted applications require more efficiently image reconstruc-
tion that provides imaging results in near real time. Inspired by the previous work, we
developed a list mode GPU-based image reconstruction framework with the capability to
model dynamically changing geometry. Ordered-Subset MAP-EM algorithm is implemented
on multi-GPU platform to achieve fast reconstruction in the order of seconds per iteration,
under practical data rate. We tested this using both experimental and simulation data, for
whole body PET scanner and unconventional PET scanners. Future application of adaptive
imaging requires near real time performance for large statistics, which requires additional
acceleration of this framework.
xiv
Chapter 1
Introduction
This chapter starts from the basic knowledge of Positron Emission Tomography (PET),
including the underlying physics, the electronics related technology and image reconstruction
algorithm and computational methods. Then it briefly goes through the history of the
development of PET and the currently ongoing PET system development. This is important
because the evolution of PET motivates my research work and some ongoing development
takes on a different approach to solve some similar problems.
1.1 Fundamental Physics of Positron Emission Tomog-
raphy
PET is an in vivo tomographic imaging technique to measure the radioactive source distribu-
tion in the body. A typical PET scan of a patient starts with injection of positron emitting
radionuclide into the patient body. The radionuclide undergoes a positron emission decay
in which a proton converts to a neutron while releasing a positron, a type of beta particle.
After randomly traveling a short distance inside the patient tissue, the positron will collide
1
with a electron to form a intermediate unstable state called positronium, which quickly turn
into a pair of gamma photons in the annihilation. The energy of the two gamma photons
are determined by mass energy equivalence of the two beta particles, to be 511 KeV each.
Clinically, fludeoxyglucose F 18 (18F-FDG) is widely used for PET scans because it is a
marker of tissue uptake of glucose. With increased uptake by cancer cells, 18F-FDG PET
image provides a visualization of glucose metabolism of the patient.
Such physical process has some intrinsic limiting factors of resolution for PET. The random
path taken by the emitted positron before annihilation depends on the initial kinetic energy
and the tissue density. This distance is called positron range. For example, positrons emitted
from 18F-FDG has a mean positron range of 0.27 mm in soft tissue [47]. It causes the
loss of information of the original radionuclide location and limits the accuracy of the final
reconstructed PET image. In addition to positron range, the kinetic energy also causes the
non-collinearity effect due to conservation of momentum, meaning that the pair of gamma
photons are not exactly back-to-back. Since we always reconstruct the image by assuming
the gamma photons are back-to-back, this small random deviation in the angle will finally
propagate into the image resolution. The severity of this problem depends on the diameter
of the scanner ring and this blurring component is commonly calculated by 0.0022D where
D is the diameter [57].
1.2 Detection and Data Acquisition
Single photon based nuclear imaging techniques such as Single Photon Emission Computed
Tomography (SPECT) uses absorptive collimation to regulate the incoming photon and use
the directional information for image reconstruction. In comparison, PET uses electronic
2
collimation [39], or coincidence detection of emitted gamma photon pairs, to localize the ra-
dionuclide source. Without the absorption of photons by the collimator, more photons can
be used for image reconstruction thus the sensitivity is usually much higher for PET. Coin-
cidence detection is done by applying a coincidence timing window in the data acquisition
system. As streams of photons detection coming to the coincidence processor, time of arrival
of any pair of detected photons are compared. They will be recorded as a coincidence pair
as long as they fall in a certain time window. If the data rate is too high and more than two
photons falls into the same coincidence windows, they are handled by a multiple-coincidence
routine. The width of the time window is usually picked according to a series of factors:
data count rate, number of data channels, size of FOV and the system timing resolution. If
two photons fall into the same time window while not coming from the same annihilation
event, they will still be recorded as coincidence events and we call these random coincidence
events, which need to be treated in image reconstruction.
1.3 Monte Carlo Simulation
Various Monte Carlo simulation software package have been developed and used for nuclear
imaging (PET, SPECT) including Geant4 [1, 2, 3], SimSET [17] and GATE [26, 27]. Geant4
is a general purpose Monte Carlo simulation package that provide most features and is
widely used in high energy physics research and detector design. It simulates comprehensive
process in particle physics using well validated models, providing precision and accuracy
in quantitative study. It also provides the most flexibility that Geant4 can be customized
to simulate any geometry. But the gain in flexibility comes at a cost of user friendliness
and simulation speed. SimSET partially solved this problem by making itself a dedicated
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simulation package for PET and SPECT with limited flexibility in geometry and limited
functions that a user can control during simulation.
A good balance between Geant4 and SimSET is GATE, an open source Monte Carlo simu-
lation software package developed by the OpenGATE collaboration. It is now most widely
used by the nuclear imaging (PET, SPECT) research community, though it is also capable of
simulating Computed Tomography (CT), Optical Imaging (Fluorescence) and Radiotherapy
process. In terms of PET, GATE is capable of simulating almost any geometry while only
requires simple scripting instead of complex programming.
1.4 Image reconstruction for PET
Like other tomographic imaging techniques such as Computed Tomography (CT), PET
image reconstruction can be categorized into analytical reconstruction and statistical/model
based reconstruction. In PET, statistical image reconstruction uses Poisson model to explain
the underlying radioactive decay process and models the image reconstruction task into a
function optimization problem. Usually, iterative methods such a Expectation Maximization
(EM) are used to solve the problem. Compared to analytical reconstruction, model based
image reconstruction can incorporate more complex prior information and data correction
techniques. However, by solving it iteratively, the computation is very intensive when a large
number of iterations are needed.
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1.5 Evolution of PET Design
Since the invention of PET, most PET scanners are designed in a ring shape to meet more
generic demands. The image resolution of PET was very low compared to CT and MRI.
Improving the image quality has been always a very important research area for PET. The
most direct path to better image quality is to use detectors with better intrinsic resolution
and detection efficiency. With so many limitations and constrains in designing a whole body
PET, designing PET systems for certain specific applications also provides a viable answer
to this problem. In the recent years, driven by the improvement of detector technology and
computational techniques, more and more PET systems with interesting geometry designs
start to show their benefits in specific applications.
Clinical PET Scanner In clinical application, PET is mostly used to perform whole body
scan from skull to thigh for cancer staging. Driven by this demand, commercial whole body
clinical PET scanners usually have gantries of large size to accommodate most patient bodies.
Constrained by the cost of detectors and the overall sensitivity required, clinical whole body
PET systems usually use scintillation crystals of large pitch size (more than 4 mm) and long
axial length(20 mm). The pitch size limits the best intrinsic spatial resolution while the
larger axial length degrades the spatial resolution off the scanner center. Additionally, larger
FOV introduces more significant degradation in resolution due to photon non-collinearity
effect, which theoretically limits the highest possible image resolution for a regular clinical
PET scanner (with ring diameter larger than 80 cm) to be no better than roughly 2 mm
FWHM. Since PET is a count limited imaging technique, image quality heavily depends on
the counting statistics. We talk about image quality considering a practical number of counts.
Empirically, a common clinical scanner can provide best image resolution at around 4-6 mm
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FWHM at the center of FOV. Considering post smooth filtering applied, the resolution is
worse. As a result, recent advances in whole body PET research and development has been
focused more on areas other than applying detectors with better intrinsic resolution, such as
using Time-Of-Flight (TOF) to increase contrast recovery and integration of PET to MRI.
Application Specific PET Systems The need for detecting small lesions greatly mo-
tives researchers to overcome the resolution and sensitivity limitation of whole body PET.
Application specific PET systems have been proposed and commercialized to address this
problem. For example, PET for breast imaging, Positron Emission Mammography (PEM)
uses detectors of higher resolution placed around the breast to get resolution of below 3
mm FWHM [34, 64]. It is shown that using this technology can improve the sensitivity of
detection of tumors various sizes and the decrease of sensitivity of detection with the de-
creasing tumor size is not significantly affected in PEM, which is not the case in whole body
PET [28]. While these advantages are exciting, we also understand that these application
specific PET systems have limited FOV and the quantitative acurracy is saptial variable
due to the limite angle sampling and lack of data correction techniques [34]. Besides PEM,
there are few application specific systems commercialized for clinical use. The requirement
for developing one system for each specific organ or application greatly increases the cost.
Emission Tomographic Systems with Dynamically Changing Geometry Besides
building application specific PET to improve the image quality, another attempt has been
taken in recent years to extend the application area of PET beyond traditional cancer stag-
ing. Novel radioactive tracer development allows PET to be used for many other diseases
and purpose. Intraoperative emission tomographic systems have developed to bring nuclear
imaging into the operation room. These systems include SPECT, gamma camera and PET,
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sharing the similar concept that they are operated directly by the technician in a flexible
scanning path. Their detectors are lightweight, movable and tracked accurately, making it
possible to get closer to the organ of interest for any patient. Similar idea applies to a system
integrated with ultrasound endoscope to achieve best sensitivity for pancreas caner via an
invasive approach [40, 4]. All these systems have dynamically changing geometry to provide
flexibility and to overcome the limited sampling angle problem. The position information of
detectors are taken into account in image reconstruction and data correction so an accurate
and robust tracking mechanism is highly desirable.
1.6 Motivations for Novel PET Systems for Human
Imaging
Since we have several systems developed under the virtual-pinhole PET (VP-PET)concept,
we started to think how to make improvements and push the limitation of PET. For example,
the first generation of VP-PET [29] has a half ring geometry, which provides good detection
sampling coverage but sacrifices the flexibility while using it. In some of the patient studies,
it was found that some patient cannot easily fit their head and neck into this half-ring insert,
which made it difficult to position the Region-Of-Interest (ROI) inside the insert enhanced
region. The bulky insert itself is mounted on a heavy-duty 3 dimensional translation stage,
limiting its application to other parts of a body. To solve this issue, we have been designing
a flat panel insert for imaging metastatic lymph nodes of breast cancer patients [44]. To
maximizing its flexibility, we decided to control it with a robotic arm, which will virtually
allow us to use the insert for arbitrary ROI of the patient.
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After we achieved the capability of doing image reconstruction for PET system with arbitrary
geometry, we start to think how to use this tool to help us move forward. I noticed that
the reconstruction running on clusters are not quite easy to use due to a long queuing time.
As computing power is shifting from CPU clusters to GPU, I got the motivation to transfer
the existing codes from CPU to GPU architecture, still maintaining the capability to handle
arbitrary geometry. Another motivation to develop this tool was our dedicated plant PET
system. That system is used for routine experiments of a large amount of plant science
studies, which require individual reconstruction for different time frames in order to do
dynamic analysis. Near-real time image reconstruction capability will be greatly beneficial
to these studies.
With the capability of doing image reconstruction by list-mode and incorporating dynam-
ically changing geometry information, I started to think this could open a new area of
PET applications. Our Point-Of-Care PET shares similar concept and approach with the
EndoTOFPET-US project [5] but with totally different emphasis and application. The
EndoTOFPET-US combines PET imaging with ultrasound endoscope and its aim is to have
early phase detection of the deadly pancreatic cancer. However, due to its very small detec-
tor design, and the movement range of the endoscope, it can hardly provide enough sampling
angles for a tomographic image. It heavily relies on its state-of-art Time-Of-Flight (TOF)
detector and the proximity to the tumor guided by the ultrasound endoscope. Instead, our
Point-Of-Care PET provides a non-invasive approach that only scans outside of the patient.
To solve the limited sampling angle problem, we use precise mechanical tracking device that
allows us to move the PET detector around the ROI as much as we can. Without going
inside the patient, our detector could be made much bigger and more technologies could be
used to achieve the goal.
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Chapter 2
Contributions
2.1 Innovative PET Systems
GPU-based Fast Image Reconstruction for Unconventional PET Geometry This
project serves as an important tool throughout my research. Before I started this project,
Dr. Mathews and I together debugged and set the workflow of the generalized image recon-
struction framework developed by Dr. Mathews [37]. In addition to the original code base,
I implemented the Gaussian TOR (Tube-Of-Response) forward model and compared that
with the original multi-ray Siddon’s projector, which turns out to give comparable results
at faster computational speed. Then I implemented the list-mode objective function to sat-
isfy the need for reconstruction of Plant PET data segmented by time frames. This feature
greatly improved the flexibility to conduct dynamic imaging study for plant science.
Since then, we were facing another issue, the computation and queuing time of the WUSM
CHPC computing cluster. Since our implementation requires large memory to hold the
system matrix, we need to request one of the eight nodes with large shared memory on
CHPC and usually we could not start our reconstruction quickly. So with this motivation
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I started to port the code base to Nvidia GPU architecture using CUDA programming
standard. It turns out that the original multi-ray Siddon’s projector is not suitable for GPU
architecture but the Gaussian TOR projector is a very good fit. The GPU version naturally
takes list-mode (also histogram-mode) as input and uses on-the-fly projector computation.
A major part of the original reconstruction framework, automatic symmetry identification,
is removed as it is no longer needed for list-mode on-the-fly projector.
The first system that we applied this reconstruction to is the plant PET, with a fixed
geometry. My colleagues benefits a lot from the fast image reconstruction which enables
them to see the image reconstructed as the PET data acquisition is going on. They also
use this tool to verify the accuracy of the object position and the quality of the radioactive
absorption. Based on the success of using this GPU based image reconstruction on a static
geometry system, I started to make it work on moving geometry to support my other research
projects. It also has the flexibility to reconstruct a insert-scanner system with either static or
moving insert position. Through out the following years I optimized the code by using many
new features came with the newer generation of GPU such as atomic operation, unified virtual
addressing, unified memory and multi-GPU. The latest version of the code is optimized to run
on 4 Nvidia GTX Titan X (Maxwell Architecture). It is now used for image reconstruction
of our routine plant science experiments and our robot controlled ACTIV PET. As PET is
a complex system that involves a lot of physical process, it takes years of effort to develop a
relatively complete image reconstruction framework, especially for PET with unconventional
geometry. My GPU-based image reconstruction framework has been tested on multiple
systems, including both conventional and unconventional PET, both experimental system
and commercial clinical system. However it requires further development to improve the
quantitative accuracy.
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Point-Of-Care PET This project is largely motivated by our experience of using a
MicroScribe R© (referred as microsribe in this thesis) with a laser scanner device to digi-
tize the contour of an object. I started to think whether we can build a maneuverable PET
scanner with detectors that could be moved freely by hand, while using the microscribe to
track the detectors. The ideal use case will be that a technician guides this maneuverable
PET scanner to cover a scanning contour of a ROI (Region-Of-Interest) of the patient, with
a real time image reconstruction engine that reconstructs the refreshed PET images as the
scanning trajectory is being adjusted. This is a very similar concept used in some other
imaging modalities such as ultrasound and intraoperative gamma camera. However in the
PET field, there were very few demonstrations of similar concept, possibly due to some
limitations of Positron Emission Tomography itself. It is made possible since I have a very
fast GPU-based list-mode image reconstruction as well as the hardware resources to build
such a tracked PET detector. I designed and built a small prototype system using in-house
detectors and integrated it to the data acquisition system of our plant PET (Siemens In-
veon QuickSilver electronics). I also studied several designs by using Monte-Carlo simulation
package GATE. Both experiments showed promising results and the image reconstruction
speed (only 1 GPU card of previous Kepler architecture) was well within the range that
could be improved to near real time.
Second Generation Robot Controlled VP-PET The second generation robot con-
trolled VP-PET was originally a natural extension of the first generation VP-PET system.
That system has an insert of half-ring geometry mounted on a three dimensional translation
stage and was specifically designed for head and neck cancer imaging. Our group designed
the second generation insert to be a flat panel geometry in order to be applicable to a wider
variety of patients and other types of cancer imaging. In order to make it more flexible,
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we decided to use a 6-DOF robot instead of the translation stage. I started to work on
the Monte Carlo simulation of this system in December 2014 and to make adjustment to
my reconstruction code for this insert geometry. I took the KUKA robot training in June
2015. During the following year, I worked with 2 undergraduate students to design the entire
procedure to integrate the flat panel detector to the robot and precisely into the Siemens
Biograph 40 R© clinical scanner at the Center for Clinical Imaging Research (CCIR). Starting
from July 2016, I worked on multiple experiments to test the integrated robotic VP-PET
system, designed a calibration procedure to minimize the positioning error and acquired data
for reconstruction. I reconstructed images from different types of data acquired by this real
system and proved the basic functions of the whole framework for future clinical research by
this robotic VP-PET prototype.
2.2 Collaboration with Other Colleagues
Here I briefly describe some other projects that I have participated in.
Framework for Arbitrary Geometry Reconstruction Starting from August 2012, the
first project I worked on was to debug the code base for the image reconstruction framework
under arbitrary geometry and to optimize the work flow of doing image reconstruction using
this package.
Unconventional Geometry PET System As other colleges continued developing I
helped to apply this image reconstruction to 4 different PET systems: plant PET, micro
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Insert, prototype flat panel insert and the half-ring VP-PET. I went through several experi-
ments in the plant imaging lab and the clinical scanner at CCIR (Center of Clinical Imaging
Research).
Optimize and Implement the Penalized Reconstruction for Mars Surface Imag-
ing Starting Oct 2014, I worked part time on a Mars surface imaging project which uses
very similar statistical model and optimization algorithms as PET. I used parallel computing
techniques to accelerate the original Matlab code by a factor of nearly 150. I also imple-
mented the Trust Region Newton’s method to help make the spatial and spectral profiles
smoother.
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Chapter 3
List Mode GPU-based Image
Reconstruction Framework for PET
with Flexible Geometry
3.1 Introduction, Background and Motivation
Our lab at WUSM has a history of developing the image reconstruction algorithm and soft-
ware implementation for customized PET systems. We started from 2D linear and iterative
algorithms [38] for a ring-shape insert, then 3D statistical iterative method for a half-ring
insert [29] and came to a fully 3D statistical iterative algorithm for an arbitrary geome-
try [37]. A major motivation for developing in-house image reconstruction is that we build
PET systems with unconventional geometries, and we want to use PET insert with more
flexibility. Our needs make it difficult to use open source packages such as STIR [58].
The
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As an important part of this image reconstruction framework, this algorithm is implemented
on a Graphics-Processing-Unit (GPU) computing architecture which allows massive paral-
lelism.
3.2 Penalized EM using Trust Region Newton’s Method
In this section we describe the Penalized Expectation Maximization (PL-EM) algorithm for
image reconstruction of emission tomographic data. The notation in this chapter is outlined
in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Notations
X{Xj : j = 1, ..., J} Activity distribution image
Y{Yi : i = 1, ..., I} Prompt coincidence data
H{Hij} System matrix, detector response function
S{Sj : j = 1, ..., J} Sensitivity image
r{ri : i = 1, ..., I} Random coincidence data
sc{sci : i = 1, ..., I} Scatter coincidence data
The Poisson statistical model of a PET detection process is
Yi = Poisson{
∑
j
HijXj}. (3.1)
The image reconstruction task is to minimize the objective function, the negative log-
likelihood or equivalently the I-divergence
L(Y |X) =
∑
i
{
∑
j
HijXj − Yi log
∑
j
HijXj }. (3.2)
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In this work, we start from the standard Maximum Likelihood Expectation Maximization
(ML-EM) algorithm for emission tomography [48, 31]. The update equation is
X
(k+1)
j =
X
(k)
j
Sj
∑
i
Hij
Yi∑
j′ Hij′X
′(k)
j + ri + sci
. (3.3)
where
Sj =
∑
i
Hij. (3.4)
Sjis called the sensitivity image, which has the physical meaning describing the probability of
detection of each voxel in the image space. The term ri+sci is the random and scatter added
to the forward projection of the current image estimate. The system matrix Hij describes
the probability of a back-to-back photon pair emitted at the j-th voxel being detected by the
i-th LOR.
List-mode image ML-EM reconstruction for emission data has been developed in the early
days of PET history [50, 6], as the photon counting process of emission tomography intrinsi-
cally fits list-mode likelihood model. Here, this histogram-mode EM update equation can be
simply changed into a list-mode EM update equation by changing the backward projection
of the counts Yi into individual backward projection of one count. Since there will be Yi
list-mode events detected by the i-th LOR, the addition of their backward projections will
be equivalent to the original backward projection of histogram-mode data.
X
(k+1)
j =
X
(k)
j
Sj
∑
m
Hi(m)j
1∑
j′ Hi(m)j′X
(k)
j′ + ri(m) + si(m)
(3.5)
where the subscription m denotes the list-mode events and i(m) denotes the corresponding
LOR index that the m-th event is detected.
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For penalized image reconstruction, a penalty term is added to the original data fitting term:
L(Y |X) =
∑
i
{∑
j
HijXj − Yi log
∑
j
HijXj
}
+ βδ2
∑
j
∑
j′∈Nj
wjj′f
(
Xj −Xj′
δ
)
, (3.6)
where the β parameter controls the overall balance between the data fitting term and the
penalty term. The choice of function f affects the behavior of smoothness. Huber type loss
functions are widely used since they smooth out the unwanted noise but preserve transitions
in sharp edge areas [8, 51]. We use function f(x) = logcosh(x) which has a Huber type
behavior for computational efficiency. The δ parameter controls the transition between
linear region and quadratic region of the penalty term.
By using convex decomposition on the log-sum term, it turn into sum-log with an auxiliary
variable rji
L(Y |X) = min
rji
∑
i
{∑
j
HijXj − Yi
∑
j
rji log
HijXj
rji
}
+ βδ2
∑
j
∑
j′∈Nj
wjj′f
(
Xj −Xj′
δ
)
,
(3.7)
where the minimization is over probabilities
∑
i rij = 1.
The penalty term is also decoupled using a convex decomposition to allow the update equa-
tion to work on individual pixels.
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f(
Xj −Xj′
δ
)
= f
(
0.5(2Xj − Xˆj − Xˆj′) + 0.5(Xˆj + Xˆj′ − 2Xj′)
δ
)
≤ 0.5f
(
2Xj − Xˆj − Xˆj′
δ
)
+ 0.5f
(
Xˆj + Xˆj′ − 2Xj′
δ
) (3.8)
To form an alternating minimization process, we first minimize the objective function on rji
to get
r
(k+1)
ji =
HijX
(k)
j∑
j′ Hij′X
(k)
j′
. (3.9)
This is equivalent to the E-step in an Expectation Maximization algorithm. Substitute r
(k+1)
ji
into 3.7 using 3.8, remove all of the constant terms and rearrange the order of sum to get
L(Y |X)′ =
∑
j
SjXj −
∑
j
X
(k)
j B
(k)
j ln(Xj) + βδ
2
∑
j
∑
j′∈Nj
wjj′f
(
Xj −Xj′
δ
)
(3.10)
B
(k)
j is the backward projection of the ratio between data and estimated mean, normally
referred as the update image. We call the entire M-step the image update step, which is
independent from the projection method chosen. It works the same for both list mode and
histogram mode.
For histogram mode update
B
(k)
j =
∑
i
Hij
Yi∑
j′ Hij′X
(k)
j′
(3.11)
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For list mode update
B
(k)
j =
∑
m
Hi(m)j
1∑
j′ Hi(m)j′X
(k)
j′
(3.12)
Note that when we put (3.8) in (3.10), all the sums are over individual image voxels thus
giving us an element wise updating equation. The decoupled penalty allows us to solve
the maximization step using Trust Region Newton’s method on each individual voxel. This
greatly reduced the computation and allows us to easily parallelize over the entire image
volume.
The most computationally intensive part is to calculate Sj and B
(k)
j . Calculating Sj requires
a full backward projection of system matrix (column sum) including data correction items
such as attenuation correction and normalization factors. For systems with large geometry
the computation speed of this becomes a limiting factor. Calculating B
(k)
j requires a full
forward projection and a full backward projection over the entire LOR space or list mode
events, depending on the corresponding data mode chosen.
3.3 Multi-GPU Implementation
3.3.1 The GPU computing architecture overview
The Graphics-Processing-Unit (GPU) was invented about 20 years ago, originally to assist
the CPU to do graphics related tasks. The nature of graphics rendering involves highly
intensive arithmetic operations in parallel, which motivates the GPU architecture design
to take a quite different approach when considering the resources on the chip. The CPU is
intended for general purpose computation, which requires a lot of control logic. The compute
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of CPU and GPU architecture, figure from CUDA programming
guide v8.0 http://docs.nvidia.com/cuda/cuda-c-programming-guide
unit (ALU) is also complex enough to accomplish different kinds of computation. Through
the history of CPU development, most CPUs have implemented large on-chip cache. This is
because the increasing computation power requires higher data transfer bandwidth and lower
memory latency, making it necessary to use cache systems to narrow down the discrepancy
between the computation speed and the slow data transfer from main memory. The cache
system on a typical CPU has a different hierarchy and is managed by hardware, making it
transparent to the programmers. Thee complex management and large cache size consumes
a lot of chip space.
However, the GPU only performs a limited number of tasks. So to increase the number
of cores, a GPU has a large number of cores (ALU) with limited functions. To reduce
the control unit, a GPU takes a Single-Input-Multiple-Data (SIMD) approach: multiple
cores are controlled by the same control unit, which means in the programming perspective,
multiple thread are going through the same execution path. In terms of cache, the GPU still
maintains a hierarchical memory layout, but requires the programmer to carefully organize
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the data flow to maximize the effective bandwidth, which is a challenging problem to do
computations on GPU.
As a result, a newest GPU card has one order of magnitude higher floating point operations
per second (FLOPS) than a newest multi-core CPU. A similar advantage holds when com-
paring the theoretical bandwidth. In a bandwidth-bonded application (arithmetic operation
is less intensive than memory access operation), the goal is to optimize the program to get
bandwidth as close to the theoretical limit as possible.
3.3.2 On-The-Fly Projection Kernel
The Siddon’s ray tracing algorithm was originally used in the CPU reconstruction in our lab.
While it is a very efficient algorithm to run on a CPU, it does not suit the GPU architecture
because it relies on a branching operation at the boundary of each voxel. Tracing a ray
through a large 3D volume involves a large number of branching operations. The GPU
architecture sacrifices the control unit for more computation cores, which leads to the fact
that 32 threads (in a warp) are always going through the same execution path. Too many
branching operations will soon cause the threads in the same warp to diverge, significantly
increasing the execution time. In our CPU reconstruction, the ray tracing algorithm makes
up a major part of the computation especially when we add sub-division to compute the
average interaction length by a large number of sub-LORs.
The Gaussian kernel is a method suitable for on-the-fly calculation and well fits into the
massive parallelism structure of GPU platform. It is a branchless method so that warp
divergence is avoided. To efficiently perform a Gaussian-kernel based projection, the in-
tersection volume of the Tube-Of-Response (TOR) and the 3D image volume needs to be
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.2: Comparison between the CPU and GPU computation power in terms of sin-
gle precision FLOPS and memory bandwidth, figure from Karl Rupp’s blog available at
https://www.karlrupp.net/2013/06/cpu-gpu-and-mic-hardware-characteristics-over-time/
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bonded in order to balance the computation on each thread [11]. We pre-sort the list mode
events by its dominant direction. In most PET systems with smaller axial length than in-
plane dimension, events are sorted into two grouped: oriented mostly in X direction and
oriented mostly in Y direction. For the events oriented mostly in X direction, we calculate
their intersection with the 3D volume per YZ plane, as shown in Figure 3.3a. For the events
oriented mostly in Y direction, we use XZ planes to calculate the intersection.
In this arrangement, the intersection angle of the TOR with the plane is always kept less
than 45 degrees, making the number of intersected voxels bonded by the size of the TOR,
as shown in Figure 3.3b. We loop through all the intersected voxels in a single thread and
compute the distance to the center of the TOR. The weighting factor of a intersected voxel
to this TOR is computed by a Gaussian kernel given by
Hij exp(−
d2j−th voxel to i−th TOR distance
σ2
). (3.13)
The σ in (3.13) is determined by the FWHM of the corresponding TOR using a Gaussian
function.
3.3.3 Multi-GPU Scalability
To further improve the image reconstruction speed, a multi-GPU approach is used to perform
the most computationally intensive projections simultaneously on different GPUs.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.3: (a) Illustration of TOR intersection with the volume. For X oriented events,
YZ planes are used to calculate their intersections. (b) TOR intersection with a single slice,
with number of intersected voxels bonded. Distance of voxel to TOR center is calculated by
looping through all the intersected voxels.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.4: Block diagram of (a) the forward and backward projection implemented on a
single GPU card and (b) the implementation of image reconstruction on multi-GPU.
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(a)
Figure 3.5: Comparison of image reconstruction time per iteration when different numbers
of GPUs are used.
We tested one list mode data set using the same parameters but only changed the number
of GPUs used. The image reconstruction time is measured by the difference in file writ-
ten time per iteration, averaged from the first to the fifth iteration. Figure 3.5 shows a
nonlinear scalability of current implementation for ML reconstruction. Compared to only
using 1 GPU, we get 1.86, 2.60 and 3.12 times of the speed when using 2, 3 and 4 GPUs,
respectively. The parallel portion of the implementation mainly consists of list mode forward
and backward projections, is naturally segmented and distributed to multiple GPUs, and
the computation is balanced. The nonlinear increase in speed is a result of the serial portion
of the implementation and mainly consists of data transfer and CUDA execution overhead.
For example, every iteration includes a 2 seconds of file writing, which is not improved when
more GPUs are in use.
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The majority of the computation is in the parallel portion, making it possible to further
optimize by hiding the serial portion when computing the projections. For example, multiple
CPU threads can be used to handle the data transfer between the host memory and the GPU
global memory on different cards. The file writing time can also be eliminated by temporarily
storing the reconstructed images in the host memory and writing during the GPU projection
computation.
3.4 Extensions
3.4.1 Dynamic Geometry
It is more natural to incorporate dynamic geometry information into image reconstruction us-
ing list-mode projection than using histogram-mode projection, because each list mode event
can come from any LOR randomly. To reconstruct data that is acquired when detectors are
moving during the scan, we first model the scanning trajectory using a step-and-shoot ap-
proach, by recording translation and rotation vectors for each detector position along with its
duration of scan in a list. For every incoming list-mode event, we read its time-of-arrival and
look up this information in the list of translation and rotation using binary search method.
The corresponding translation and rotation vectors are then used to transform the geometric
location of the two crystals involved in this event. Forward and backward projections are
done along the LOR joining these two new coordinates. Further information of incorporating
this dynamic information from the robotic system are explained in Section 4.3.2.
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3.4.2 OSEM and Parallelization
Traditionally, Ordered-Subset-Expectation-Mnimization (OSEM) is done through grouping
the projection data into an ordered sequence of subsets [20]. To balance the coincidence
counts that each subset iteration uses to calculate the update image, the most common way
is to group the projection data (sinogram) by the LOR angle. Ideally the order of applying
these subset projections should be arranged according to how much new information each
subset could bring to the current estimate of the image [20]. However, in a conventional
whole body PET system with a ring geometry, information is uniformly distributed by LOR
angles if the image is unknown. This makes the choice of the order arbitrary. When it
comes to PET systems of unconventional geometry, this becomes complicated as there is
no standard sinogram for such systems. The Insert-Scanner and Insert-Insert LORs do not
provide full sampling coverage in all angles, so grouping by LOR angle will break down the
balance of information provided by each subset. So in our previous reconstruction for a
half-ring insert [29], no ordered subsets are applied.
In the image reconstruction framework for PET under different arbitrary geometries, we
implemented an ordered subset update by randomly grouping non-symmetric LORs into
(Symmetry Encoded Detector Cluster) SEDC groups. While doing projecting, we use a
sequence of non-overlapping subsets arbitrarily drawn from these SEDC groups [37]. The
number of SEDC groups is much larger than the number of subsets, providing a natural
way to distribute the computation load onto a parallel architecture. The random grouping
and selection is to ensure a good load balancing because for such PET systems, coincidence
counts may be heavily unevenly distributed across LORs.
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However, when it comes to list-mode reconstruction with a dynamic geometry, all these
previous methods will not hold because all of them require rebinning the list-mode events
into histograms, eliminating all the benefits brought by list-mode reconstruction. So here I
uses a time frame based OSEM approach, breaking the data set of entire time duration into
subsets that each contains a segment time duration. To balance the computation on each
subset, roughly equal time duration is used for each subset. When we segment the data set
sequentially into equal time frames, the events are randomly distributed among all possible
LORs. This brings the advantage that we can used the same sensitivity image with only
applying a scaling factor according to the length of duration.
3.5 Application to Different Systems
To demonstrate the flexibility and wide application, we have applied this image reconstruc-
tion framework to a lot of systems, including simulated systems, an in-house developed PET
system and a clinical PET scanner. This tool is a key to the study of novel PET systems
described in the next 2 sections. Here, Table 3.2 shows the image reconstruction parameters
for a few different systems that this image reconstruction framework has been applied to.
Table 3.2: Image reconstruction parameters for 3 different PET systems
System Number of Crystals Image Volume Voxel Size
Plant PET 18176 256× 256× 160 0.8× 0.8× 0.8
Micro Insert 44800 336× 336× 160 0.8× 0.8× 0.8
Biograph 40 32448 600× 600× 224 1.0× 1.0× 1.0
We use the Plant PET and Micro Insert - Micro PET systems to demonstrate the ability to
work on PET systems with unconventional but static geometry. The application to dynamic
geometry will be presented in the next 2 chapters. By comparison with Siemens clinical
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.6: One slice of the 3D maximum intensity projected reconstruction images at 15th
iteration for a Venus flytrap using data acquire by plant PET system with (a) 14 million
counts and (b) 1.6 million counts.
software, we show the performance of our image reconstruction and several drawbacks where
improvements are needed.
3.5.1 Plant PET System
Plant PET system is an in-house developed dedicated PET system dedicated for plant imag-
ing studies [60]. It is installed inside a climate controlled growth chamber to allow plant bi-
ologists study the biological response of plants given certain stimulation. The system consist
of two half-rings. The larger half ring has 5376 crystals of 2.4× 2.4× 10 mm3 each while the
small ring has 12800 crystals of 1.59× 1.59× 10 mm3 each.
Figure 3.6 shows side by side the Venus flytrap image reconstructed from the same data set
but using different number of counts. The high counts image on the left side is obviously
smoother than the low counts image on the right side. The reconstruction time it takes on
a Geforce GTX 680 is 47 seconds and 5.5 seconds respectively, per iteration. By using the
latest hardware and multiple GPUs together, the reconstruction time can further improve.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.7: One slice of the 3D maximum intensity projected reconstruction images at 10th
iteration for a (a) line source and (b) two 68Ge spherical bead sources imaged by the stan-
dalone insert system.
It is possible to reconstruct a low counts image within 10 seconds. This is helpful in dynamic
imaging study, where the measured data is segmented into frames based on time stamps to
study the activity concentration changing by time in the plant. One frame of data usually
contains a small number of counts from a short period of scan. Fast image reconstruction
could make it possible to get the image of last frame reconstructed before the data acquisition
of current frame is finished.
3.5.2 Micro Insert - Micro PET System
Micro Insert - Micro PET is an in-house developed system that incorporates a high resolution
full ring geometry insert into a small animal PET scanner. Currently we only investigated
the standalone insert system without doing joint reconstruction with the scanner. The insert
consists of 19200 crystals of 0.8× 0.8× 3 mm3 each arranged in a diameter of around 6 cm.
Figure 3.7 shows maximum intensity projection of some preliminary reconstructed images
by the standalone insert system.
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Figure 3.8: (a) Experiment phantom imaged by Siemens Biograph 40 R© clinical PET-CT and
(b) Illustration of the spherical tumors arrangement in the phantom.
3.5.3 Siemens Biograph 40 Clinical Scanner
Siemens Biograph 40 R© PET/CT is a commercial clinical scanner used for daily patient study
at CCIR. The scanner has 192 block detector modules arranged in a 4 ring geometry with
radius of 42.7 cm. Each block detector has 13 × 13 lutetium oxyorthosilicate LSO crystals
of 4× 4× 20 mm3 pitch size, totaling 32448 for the entire scanner.
We performed a phantom study on the Siemens Biograph 40 R© clinical system. The phantom
includes 10 spherical tumors with diameters shown in Figure 3.9. Initially, the background
of the phantom is filled with activity concentration of 1.856µCi/cc and all spherical tumors
have 4 times the activity concentration. We scanned the phantom for 600 seconds using the
brain imaging protocol and reconstructed using different parameter combinations.
All images in Figure 3.9 are reconstructed using the entire 600 seconds data of 54805209
prompt events. All of them are reconstructed into a 336 × 336 × 56 image volume of
1.0182 × 1.0182 × 4 mm3 voxel size. A Gaussian filter with FWHM of 2 mm is applied
in the post processing step. Clearly we see that in Figure 3.9a filtered back projection
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.9: Reconstructed images of the phantom via standard clinical software using (a)
filtered back projection (b) OSEM method of 2 iterations and 24 subsets (c) OSEM method
of 8 iterations and 4 subsets (d) OSEM method of 8 iterations and 4 subsets with PSF TrueX
algorithm.
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method introduced streak artifacts and small tumors are less visible. The two OSEM meth-
ods are most commonly used because they achieve a balance between image quality and
reconstruction speed for 3D PET. Since the clinical software has a limitation on the number
of iterations and the number of subsets that can be used, we reconstructed in Figure 3.9b
the default configuration of fewest iterations and most subsets, while Figure 3.9c shows the
result of using the most iterations and fewest subsets. The second one provides slightly
better background uniformity and less noise, at a cost of increased reconstruction time of
310 seconds compared to 210 seconds. The last one is reconstructed using Siemens True X
algorithm, which is a resolution recovery algorithm incorporating experimentally measured
point spread function into the system matrix. There are many studies claim that algorithm
provides better quantification for small tumors. However in our case, this method introduced
artifacts such as bright edges. As a result, I’ll use the OSEM with 8 iterations and 4 subsets
to compare with the GPU-based list-mode reconstruction I developed.
Before going through the clinical software, the same phantom was scanned through a command-
line interface without using any preset imaging protocols, in order to get the 64-bit format
list mode coincidence data that contains time information for all events. To make a fair
comparison, we only use roughly the same number of prompts for image reconstruction.
The GPU reconstruction runs on a desktop workstation that has 4 Nvidia Geforce Titan X
(Maxwell generation) without using peer-to-peer memory link. We measure the performance
through the time stamp of images written to the hard drive. For 55 million list-mode events,
it takes 115 seconds per iteration for the non-penalized version (GPU ML) while 128 seconds
per iteration for the penalized version (GPU PL-ML) to reconstruct a 600× 600× 224 vol-
ume. Images in Figure 3.10 are shown at the 30th iteration and at the same window level.
The images reconstructed by Siemens software are in integer format by default. In order to
make a quantitative comparison, it is normalized through dividing the entire image voxels by
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(a)
(b) (c)
Figure 3.10: Experiment phantom reconstructed image by (a) Siemens Biograph 40 R© clinical
PET-CT and (b) GPU list mode reconstruction with no penalty and (c) GPU list mode
reconstruction with smoothness penalty. Images are reconstructed using roughly the same
number of coincidence counts and shown at the same window level.
the average value measured in a selected background region. Profiles are drawn in a 2-pixel
wide region.
Although this is not a rigorous comparison between our GPU list-mode reconstruction frame-
work and the Siemens clinical software, it does show that these two reconstructions present
similar recovery for these tumor sizes and contrast level. The Siemens image has applied
a Gaussian post-filter of 2 mm FWHM. Without knowing its implementation details, it is
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Figure 3.11: Plot of profiles for the Siemens Biograph 40 R© and GPU reconstructed images.
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difficult and not meaningful to blur our images by post filtering to match the Siemens im-
age. There is also a fundamental difference between these two image reconstructions. The
Siemens reconstruction is essentially a 3D reconstruction re-binned into 2D slices by axial
compression while our GPU list-mode reconstruction is by its nature fully 3D without any
data compression.
These differences make it difficult to evaluate the computational speed by directly comparing
the time per iteration. The number of image voxels used in our GPU reconstruction is 12.8
times of that of Siemens. Considering this factor, our image reconstruction speed could
increase to roughly 10 seconds per iteration if larger voxels and smaller FOV are used. Using
3D data re-binned into 2D sinograms and exploring 16-fold symmetry in ring geometry also
helps greatly reduce the computational load.
We note that the tumors in our reconstructed images are not as round as those shown in the
Siemens image. The main peak in the plotted profile also suggests this difference between the
two reconstruction results. The edges of the phantom in our reconstruction have a tendency
to light up while the Siemens image preserves nice smooth edges. These differences come
from a combination of several physical process that are not corrected in our reconstruction.
First, our attenuation correction is based on calculated values assuming the entire phantom
volume is filled with water. However the phantom has plastic walls, internal structures
and glass sphere walls that need to be corrected based on a CT scan. Second, our image
reconstruction does not compensate for the different efficiency of LSO crystals, which creates
artifacts in the reconstructed images. Without this correction, regions where it should be
uniform may exhibit a certain pattern, normally in ring or arc shape. Last, the absence of
scatter correction also adds to these artifacts.
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It is difficult to compare the noise property because the Siemens reconstruction uses a very
large voxel in the axial direction, in addition to the post filtering. The addition of artifacts
due to lack of complete data correction also amplifies the noise for our reconstruction. We
do observe that the noise is largely reduced when comparing the GPU ML and GPU PL-ML
results. The performance should be further improved if all the proper data correction is
addressed in future development.
Quantitative accuracy of PET imaging heavily depends on the completeness and correctness
of modeling all physical processes happening during PET data acquisition. It is out of the
scope of my work to develop an image reconstruction software that performs better than
clinical software. Since our image reconstruction serves as an important tool to perform
all kinds of PET studies on the in-house developed hardware, most of which are beyond
the capability of standard commercial or open source software. It is important to perform
some kind of validation before applying to scientific study. The comparison here is mainly
to establish a baseline of the overall function and performance when our reconstruction is
applied on standard clinical PET, besides any drawback mentioned above.
3.6 Performance Comparison with Previous Work
We compare this list-mode GPU-based image reconstruction framework with the previously
developed CPU-based reconstruction [37] to show the different aspects they focus on. The
GPU reconstruction is not simply a CPU transported version. They are both designed
under the concept that they can be easily adapted to PET systems with arbitrary geometry.
However, besides the different computing architectures they are running on, there are major
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differences in the choice of projection kernel and the way of organizing data. These changes
are specifically made to suit the architecture and our application needs.
A major advantage of the GPU reconstruction is the speed. It’s difficult to compare the speed
between a list-mode method and a histogram-mode method. The speed of list-mode method
is proportional to the number of list-mode events, while the speed of histogram-method
method is a fixed number depending on the size of the image FOV and the number of LORs.
If we compare the situation in a typical clinical PET scan, the list-mode data acquired from
one bed position is on the same order of magnitude of the number of possible LORs. The list-
mode method does not have a clear advantage over the histogram-mode method, especially
when symmetry is used to optimize the projection. However, this comparison is based on the
fact that the GPU reconstruction uses on-the-fly projection, while the CPU reconstruction
uses a pre-computed projection matrix. The system matrix itself takes more than 1 hour
to compute. For PET systems with static geometry, either pre-computation or on-the-fly
computation will work. While in situations where the geometry changes during the scan, the
projection matrix has to be re-computed when any geometry change happens. If we consider
the time it takes to generate the projection matrix, the GPU image reconstruction will have
a significant advantage over the CPU version.
We tried to establish a fair comparison with the same voxels sizes and FOV dimensions. It
turns out the pre-computed system matrix required by the previously developed CPU-based
image reconstruction exceeds the limit of our storage space on the supercomputer. Instead
we scale down the reconstruction parameter to 2× 2× 4 mm3 voxel size and 430× 430× 56
image FOV. This scaled-down version does not represent the best image quality that can
be achieved by this CPU image reconstruction. Table 3.3 does not serve as a rigorous
comparison in terms of speed since they are fundamentally different in many aspects. But
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Table 3.3: Comparison between GPU and CPU image reconstruction for clinical scanner
GPU recon CPU recon
FOV 600× 600× 224 430× 430× 56
LUT size N/A 400 GB
Voxel size 1× 1× 1 mm3 2× 2× 4 mm3
Projection Kernel Gaussian-Distance Siddon’s ray tracing (single)
Penalty Implementation Convex Decoupled One-Step-Late
OSEM strategy Time-segmented Random selection
Time/iteration 24 sec 5040 sec
Data Format List mode Histogram mode
Data Size 8778092 events Histogram mode
Hardware 4 Titan X Intel i7-4770k 4 cores
Geometry Flexibility Dynamic Static
the improvement in terms of reconstruction time per iteration on a practical dataset does
illustrate the benefits of implementing a list-mode reconstruction on GPU. Images shown in
Figure 3.12a are interpolated to 1× 1× 4 mm3 voxel size bilinearly to give the same display
size.
3.7 Conclusion and Summary
In this part of work, I developed a list-mode image reconstruction framework running on
the GPU computing platform. Compared to previous development, this reconstruction is
capable of modeling actively controlled geometry in an efficient implementation on the GPU
platform. It maintains the capability of working with flexible geometry PET systems while
providing additional benefits by organizing the data in list mode. It is currently used in
routine experiments in our plant PET imaging lab because of its efficiency, especially for
applications with relatively low statistics when reconstructing dynamic images segmented
by time frames. By comparison with Siemens clinical reconstruction and our previous work,
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(a)
(b) (c)
(d) (e)
Figure 3.12: GATE simulated phantom reconstructed image by (a) previously developed
CPU based reconstruction without penalty and (b) GPU list mode reconstruction without
penalty; (c) GPU list mode reconstruction with penalty; (d) GPU list mode reconstruc-
tion with TOF information (TOF FWHM = 528 ps) without penalty; (e) GPU list mode
reconstruction with TOF information with penalty.
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Figure 3.13: Plot of profiles of reconstructed images by CPU and GPU with different pa-
rameters.
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this reconstruction provides similar image quality in a much shorter time. This work serves
as an essential tool to carry out the Point-Of-Care (POC) PET and second generation robotic
Virtual Pinhole PET (VP-PET). Performance of these two proposed systems will be studied
using this image reconstruction tool. Other features such as incorporating with KUKA robot,
reconstruction of TOF data will be presented in the following chapters.
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Chapter 4
Second Generation Robot Controlled
Virtual Pinhole PET
We are developing a second-generation robot controlled VP-PET insert that can enhance the
image resolution and lesion detectability of a whole-body PET/CT scanner for an arbitrary
organ-of-interest. A robotic system is used to place a high resolution flat panel PET detector
as an insert device in the scanner field-of-view (FOV). A procedure has been developed
to calibrate the robotic controlled insert to move in the scanner coordinate system at a
precision within 0.5 mm repeatability in a practical clinical setting. List-mode Maximum a
Posterior (MAP) image reconstruction running on a multi-GPU platform is used to jointly
reconstruct the Scanner-Scanner (SS) and Insert-Scanner (IS) coincidence events acquired
from arbitrary insert locations. In order to validate the functionality of the system and image
reconstruction, as well as to evaluate its potential improvement in small lesion detectability,
we performed Monte Carlo simulation and real experiment under a realistic clinical condition.
Monte Carlo results show expected improvement in the resolution and detectability of small
lesions. Experimental results validated the overall functionality of the system and work flow
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but also indicate the requirement for developing a more accurate and robust robot positioning
method.
4.1 Introduction and Background
Positron Emission Tomography (PET) provides in vivo measurement of imaging ligands
that are labeled with positron emitting radionuclide. A typical whole-body scan using
fludeoxyglucose (18F) (18F-FDG) reflects the glucose metabolism in the patient body, with
increased activity shown in cancer cells. Commercial clinical PET scanners are designed for
whole body imaging application such as cancer staging. Image resolution and sensitivity are
important in such application since the ability to identify small lymph nodes and metasta-
sized tumors affects the diagnostic accuracy. Conventional clinical PET scanners normally
have detectors arranged in a ring geometry which is large enough to accommodate most pa-
tients’ body. As we described in Chapter1, photon non-collinearity affects the overall image
resolution. When the scanner gantry diameter is large enough, it becomes a limiting factor
of resolution since the small deviation in the opposing angle of the back-to-back gamma
photons results in more significant error after traveling a long distance before they hit the
detector. This kind of resolution degradation cannot be overcome by simply upgrading all
the detectors, when the photon non-collinearity effect contributes to the overall resolution
at similar level or more than the intrinsic resolution of detectors. As PET is a photon count-
ing system, sensitivity is another significant factor that affects the detectability of tumors
or lymph nodes in smaller sizes. Systems with higher sensitivity require less scan time to
achieve the same image quality as systems with lower sensitivity.
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Effective solution to the resolution and sensitivity of whole body PET requires a redesign
of the detector geometry. Organ-specific PET systems answer this question with detectors
arranged in an organ-specific geometry. For example, commercial positron emission mam-
mography (PEM) systems provide better detectability of small breast tumors compared to
whole body PET. Many groups have investigated different PET systems specifically de-
signed for head, breast and prostate. While these systems did address the resolution issue
with whole body PET, their advantages are limited to the specific organ and application,
and they cannot be used when whole body imaging is required.
To bring the benefits of high resolution organ specific PET to where whole body imaging
is needed, many groups including our group have investigated various approaches under the
similar principle: placing high resolution detectors closer to the Region-Of-Interest (ROI).
We have demonstrated virtual-pinhole geometry in the past that we can increase the image
resolution and lesion contrast by inserting a high-resolution PET detector device into a whole-
body scanner. Other groups have shown different forms of high resolution PET detectors
being used as a zoom-in device [66] or a silicon probe [9]. Bringing a high resolution detector
closer to the ROI not only reduces the photon non-collinearity effect but also improves
regional sensitivity.
Our first generation of VP PET has a half-ring geometry which consists of 28 block detectors
with crystal size of 2 × 2 × 5 mm3. It has a diameter of 24.6 cm which is supposed to
accommodate the patient head as this insert is specifically designed for head and neck cancer.
Having a half ring geometry aligned (in in-plane and axial directions) with the scanner brings
several benefits. Besides Insert-Scanner coincidence events, it also generates the Insert-Insert
coincidence events which provide the most information and highest resolution. Aspects of
the symmetry commonly used in whole body PET image reconstruction can still be used
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for Insert-Scanner and Insert-Insert coincidence events [29], which results in reduction of
reconstruction time.
In real applications, one difficulty that we have faced when using this half ring shaped insert
was to accurately place the insert at the required position in the scanner FOV. As the insert
is mounted on a three-dimensional linear translation stage, it is time consuming to calibrate
this system precisely in a practical clinical environment. We used to spend more than 3
hours to run through the calibration procedure before actually scanning the patient, leaving
the whole system inconvenient to use. The half ring insert itself also creates limitations when
scanning patients of different body shape, as it must be aligned with the center axis of the
scanner. Depending on the shape of the head and neck of a patient and the tumor location,
it might not be possible to place the ROI in the center of the insert FOV. This will degrade
the image quality because the insert system also has highest resolution and sensitivity in the
axial center position.
As a partial solution of this problem, we developed a flexible image reconstruction framework
which allows us to lower the insert to the bottom of the scanner gantry. The head and neck of
some patients who do not fit into the original setting can be simply placed above the lowered
insert. This solution came at a cost of losing some Insert-Inset data as well as increasing the
distance between the insert and tumor in Insert-Scanner data, while still providing the most
valuable information in terms of resolution. Another side effect is that this solution breaks
down some symmetry properties and results in increased size of system matrix and running
time for image reconstruction.
With this prior knowledge in mind, one goal of our second-generation VP-PET is that it
has to be convenient to use in a clinical environment. It should provide improved flexibility
so that the insert position can be adaptively adjusted according to the patient type and
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organ-of-interest. We previously used a MicroScribe R© device (referred as microscribe in this
chapter) to measure the position of a small detector probe. In medical applications, optical
tracking devices have been used in other Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography
(SPECT) and PET devices that incorporate free moving detectors. Optical tracking is a
contactless approach that achieves best flexibility and occupies the least amount of space.
Compare to linear translation stages, optically tracked detectors can be moved in all 6 De-
gree Of Freedom (DOF) freely with least limitation caused by mechanical structure. This
is a significant benefit over mechanical tracking method when designing a portable system
for intraoperative application, where doctors maneuver the detector by hand to image any
organ-of-interest from different angles. However, using an optical tracking device still re-
quires additional positioning mechanism to hold the detector in place. We propose to use
a commercial robot with a force torque (F/T) sensor to actively control our high resolution
panel detector with precision and repeatability. With the aid of a 6-DOF robot, our detector
panel can be placed near a ROI at a desired direction and distance, simultaneously when
the patient undergoes a standard whole body PET scan. Depending on the imaging task
and protocol, the placement of detector panel can be pre-programmed into the robot, or
manually controlled on-the-fly by the operator. In some cases, enabled by the F/T sensor,
we can guide the detector to a desired position and orientation by hand and lock the robot.
4.2 Integration of Robotic Controlled Flat Panel Insert
with Clinical Scanner
The robot we used for this study is KUKA AGILUS R© KR10 R1100 sixx. The six axes small
robot provides 6-DOF control of the device mounted on it. It is capable of handling a 10 kg
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payload within a range of 1.1 meters. Our high resolution PET detector has a total weight
of less than 2 kg. Considering the F/T sensor with some connection accessories and the
extended holder of the detector, the entire package is well within the capability of this robot.
The robot itself can achieve repeatability of ±0.03 mm which meets the requirements of our
application.
In this section, we use “scanner base” to describe the coordinate system of the clinical
scanner, which is registered as the base in the robot controller. We use “alignment tool”,
“insert tool” to describe the coordinate system of the corresponding object mounted on the
robot, which is registered as different tools in the robot controller.
4.2.1 High Resolution Flat Panel PET Insert
The flat panel detector comprise 32 high-resolution detectors arranged in 8 × 4 array, see
Figure 4.1a. Each array contains a 4× 4 Silicon Photomultiplier (SiPM) array and 16× 16
lutetium-yttrium oxyorthosilicate (LYSO) crystals with each crystal measuring 0.92×0.92×
3.00 mm3. With 1 mm gap between each block detector, the flat panel detector ends up
having a detection area of 141.4 × 70.2 mm2. The insert is housed in a rectangular case
made with carbon fiber. The light-weight material maintains a steady structure as well as
minimizes the attenuation that affects the photon detection. The panel is connected to a
carbon fiber tube of 30 cm in length.
The detectors in each array are coupled to a resister network as the output signals are reduced
to 4 channels. These signals are being pre-amplified before sent into Siemens Detector
Electrronic Assembly (DEA) modules of the Biograph 40 PET scanner. In order to read out
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.1: (a) Detector blocks arranged in 8× 4 array inside the case, compared with a cell
phone with 5.5 inch screen. (b) Internal view of block detectors and crystals. (c) Front view
and (d) back view of the panel and tube holder assembly.
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the signals by this insert, customized firmware and software were developed to support the
additional detector signals without compromising the scanner functions [61].
4.2.2 Integration of Insert and Robotic Arm
The carbon fiber tube is first connected to the robot via a quick release connector, then a
Force-Torque (F/T) sensor and finally to the flange of the robot. Our flat panel detector
is treated as a tool of the robot. To establish the tool coordinate system, we use direct
measurement method to calculate the transform matrix for the robot. We use the microscribe
as a Coordinate Measurement Machine (CMM) to measure a few characteristic points on
the flat panel detector assembly and the adapter plate, which is the mating surface to the
robot flange.
4.2.3 Establishing the Coordinate System of Whole Body Scanner
Our robot is mounted on a cart to allow us move the robot in and out of the clinical scanner
room, and to put the robot at a workable position. While in use, cart locks its wheels to
prevent unexpected movement which will break the established coordinate system. This
section describes the procedure to integrate the whole system with the clinical scanner.
However, the cart design and locking mechanism may not satisfy the need for a real patient
scan. Future plans for fixing the robot are still under evaluation.
Our goal is to register the PET scanner coordinate system into the coordinate system of
robot controller, so that the robot can perform movement scanner base coordinate system.
The most common way to establish a base in the KUKA robot is to touch the origin, a point
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along the X-axis and a point in the XY-plane. However, in our case, it’s not possible to find
the origin and the XY-plane. So we designed our registration process using a customized
tool piece and three alignment pins on the back metal panel of the clinical scanner.
The alignment tool piece is a machined rotatory counterpart of the alignment pin (shown in
Figure 4.2a) with slight tolerance to allow the F/T sensor to find the right path. After the
robot cart is set at a fixed position, the alignment tool is moved to the roughly estimated
positions of the three alignment pins in the sequence. At each position, the F/T sensor
is engaged with searching direction pointing in the tool positive z-axis (the alignment hole
axial direction, pointing front towards the scanner gantry). The F/T sensor is set to stop if
the following conditions are met: 1. The Z-force reaches 5 N and 2. The force on the other
two axis are within 0 ± 0.2 N and 3. The torque along all three axes are within 0 ± 0.1
N·m. While searching, the second and third conditions force the robot to correct for its tool
position and direction frequently to maintain near zero force and torque. Oscillations are
prevented by introducing a larger opening of the alignment tool and small tolerance of its
inside. The F/T sensor will finally stop when the tool is pushed hard on the metal back
panel surface of the scanner, as shown in Figure 4.2b. The current coordinate of tool center
point (TCP) is recorded for the following computations.
4.2.4 PET Data Based Coordinate System Calibration
We evaluated the positioning accuracy of the robot by (1) mounting a Na-22 point-source
to the flat-panel and stepping the source across known scanner lines-of-response (LOR); (2)
comparing centroids of the coincidence count profiles to their theoretical values.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.2: Customized alignment tool guided by force-torque sensor automatically searching
for best contact with the metal back panel of the scanner (a) during the searching process
and (b) firm contact is made and TCP is recorded for coordinate system calculation
We developed a data-based method to precisely calibrate the scanner base coordinate system
established by the procedures above, to eliminate the difference between this coordinate
system and the true coordinate system defined by the PET crystals. After this calibration
process, these two coordinate system should coincide within an acceptable error margin and
the established coordinate system will be used for image reconstruction.
The true coordinate system of the robot is determined by the crystal module of the scanner.
In an ideal situation, the previous step registers this coordinate system to be the “base” in
the robot controller. However, this method is purely based on mechanical structure and even
with zero measurement error we can register the coordinate determined by the mechanical
parts to the robot. In reality, there is system error between the true coordinate system and
the mechanical coordinate system. Possible sources of error include:
1. The CAD drawing may not reflect the most accurate design specifications.
2. The tolerance of individual components adds up and makes the whole structure have
larger error than desired.
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3. The housing of a block detector is not exactly concentric with the internal crystals.
4. Misalignment could happen during the manual installation of detectors.
These issues are less severe when dealing with whole body PET that uses 4mm crystals.
However, since our flat panel has 1mm crystals, we need to have a position precision well
below the crystal dimensions. Our approach was similar to the one we used for the first
generation of half-ring insert [29], but capable of correcting all 6 DOF instead of only the 3
translation dimensions.
4.3 Image Reconstruction for Second Generation Robot
Controlled VP-PET
4.3.1 Geometry Modeling
The resolution in terms of FWHM of Scanner-Scanner and Insert-Scanner TOR Rdet can be
roughly estimated by (4.3), as described in [57].
wb = w1 +
w2 − w1
D
· x (4.1)
wp =
|(D − x) · w1 − x · w2|
D
(4.2)
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Rdet =
wb + wp
2
(4.3)
These equations calculate the detector TOR resolution by FWHM of a pair of front facing
detectors of size w1 and w2 separated at a distance D. The whole system resolution is roughly
estimated as a combination of detector TOR resolution, non-collinearity and blurring from
the source emission process.
Figure 4.3 shows the FWHM of the TOR formed by a front facing insert-scanner crystal pair
of 1 mm and 4 mm separated at a distance of 647.6 mm, as a function of distance from the
insert crystal. Due to the large difference in crystal size, the best resolution 0.85 mm is not
observed at the middle point, but much closer to the insert crystal. During the scanning
process, our panel is placed in a way that the best resolution falls onto our region of interest,
in order to get the maximum benefits from our insert detector.
An important thing to note is that this only considers pure geometric effects for a pair of
front facing crystals. In reality, photons coming in an oblique angle will not only hit the
front face of the crystal, but also the side. This will increase the effective crystal cross
section thus degrading the resolution. Besides, almost all PET scanners use block detectors,
which introduces the block effect. The block effect is a combination of different physical
processes [59] that makes it uncertain to determine the interaction position of the gamma
photon in a block detector. It degrades the actual resolution of the TOR and should be
studied by experiment.
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Figure 4.3: FWHM of the tube-of-response from the front facing insert-scanner crystal pair
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4.3.2 Incorporating Robotic Information into Reconstruction
During a robotic VP-PET scan, the robot will move the detector panel to a desired position
and this position information is needed when doing image reconstruction. It is desired to
make our image reconstruction compatible with what our robot provides. The robot position
information is provide in KUKA’s 6-DOF representation, using 6 parameters [X Y Z A B C]
to localize a rigid body in space. The [X Y Z] is the tool center point translation while the
[A B C] is the rotation in Tait-Bryan angles following the yaw, pitch and roll convention.
This convention is also known as the Z ⇒ Y ′ ⇒ X ′′ moving frame. By exploring the
equivalency between moving frame and static frame from (4.4) we can easily calculate the
point rotation matrix from given [A B C] angles.
Z(A)⇒ Y ′(B)⇒ X ′′(C) ≡ X(C)⇒ Y (B)⇒ Z(A) (4.4)
The translation vector and rotation matrix is then used to transform the crystal in the
geometry definition of insert crystals to where they should be. If we apply a global correction,
which is required if we want to correct any systematic positioning error after data acquisition
is finished, the geometry definition of all insert crystals will be correct at the beginning of
the reconstruction.
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4.3.3 Data Correction
4.3.3.1 Attenuation Correction
Attenuation correction is performed in a standard µ-map based method. The µ-map is
generated from a CT scan of the object and then mapped to equivalent µ values at 511
KeV energy level. Since acquiring the CT image and the conversion to 511 KeV µ-map is a
separate issue and is outside of the scope of this thesis, I did not use the real CT generated
µ-map for studies performed here. Instead, I directly used the calculated µ-map for Monte
Carlo simulation when reconstructing the simulation data. For the phantom experiments,
since the phantom is a regular cylinder of known dimension and mostly filled with Fluorine-
18 water solution, I created an artificial µ-map using attenuation values of water. The shape
of attenuation media are created from images reconstructed without attenuation correction.
Note that the cylinder phantom has plastic walls of thickness ranging from 2 mm to 5 mm.
There is also an internal plastic supporting structure that holds the spherical tumors in
place. The spherical tumors are made of glass and have different wall thickness. All these
factors are not taken into account while creating the µ-map thus this method will introduce
some discrepancy between the calculated attenuation correction values and the truth. These
factors cause some artifacts observed in the reconstructed images shown later.
4.3.3.2 Randoms Correction
In a Monte Carlo study, we use true coincidence events without any randoms correction.
However, randoms correction can be done in both simulation and experiments. In GATE
simulation, we sort singles events by matching the event ID generated for every radioactive
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decay event, or by finding the times of arrival that fall into a defined coincidence window.
While sorting the events by coincidence window, we still record the event ID of the two
singles detection and determine whether this is a true coincidence or a random coincidence.
4.3.3.3 Normalization and Time Weighting
We refer to normalization the correction of varying detection efficiency of LORs. In theory,
normalization corrects for any physical effects which are not modeled by the system response
function (system matrix). These effects include: crystal efficiency, block effect, inter-block
scattering, oblique angle efficiency, length of LOR and more. For our study, the most im-
portant factor is crystal efficiency. This is because the Gaussian-TOR model used for this
GPU-based list mode reconstruction only approximates the free space solid angle coverage
by the LOR, for voxels within the LOR. It provides relative detection efficiency of the voxels
in that LOR. Detection efficiency across different LORs are not comparable, especially for
systems with scintillation crystal of different sizes. A major component that this system
matrix does not model is the photon-crystal interaction path, where multiple types of inter-
action may happen. Our scanner and insert have the same types of LSO crystals but with big
differences in thickness, which results in different detection efficiencies for Scanner-Scanner
and Insert-Scanner LORs.
To account for the difference in the detection efficiency by different LORs, a different weight-
ing factor is applied to the corresponding part of the system matrix. Without considering
randoms and scatters correction, these coefficients end up as the weighting factors for the
sensitivity image of Scanner-Scanner and Insert-Scanner system matrices.
H0j = cssH
ss
0j + cisH
is
0j, (4.5)
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where css and cis are the coefficient for SS and IS and they are obtained by
css =
Nss∑
j H
ss
0jEj
(4.6)
and
cis =
Nis∑
j H
is
0jEj
, (4.7)
where Nss and Nis are the total numbers of the corresponding types of coincidence counts
acquired from a known activity distribution Ej, which is normally referred as the normal-
ization phantom. This approach is used by other groups investigating similar kinds of insert
to improve image resolution [9]. It is also the first component of the component-based nor-
malization approach we used previously for our half ring insert. These equations are derived
by assuming the individual crystal efficiencies are all the same and then solving the likeli-
hood objective function with known activity distribution. The results of weighting coefficient
should be independent of the choice of normalization phantom. Since we are only estimating
a single parameter from a large number of counts, the size of the phantom and the scanning
time do not need to be large. However, if the same normalization data is going to be used for
more components, such as individual crystal efficiency, the phantom needs to cover enough
LORs and the data needs to have enough counts to avoid over fitting and to reduce noise.
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4.4 Methods
The focus of this study is to test the hypothesis whether this second generation robot con-
trolled VP-PET could improve the detectability of small tumors or not. According to our
previous experience, VP-PET will improve resolution and contrast recovery, compared to a
pure whole body scanner. While these capabilities largely depend on the counting statistics
of PET, a purpose of this study is to identify a borderline case that distinguishes this VP-
PET from whole body PET in a practical situation. Choice of data acquisition time and
contrast level will significantly affect the final detectability results. In clinical use, these pa-
rameters change with different imaging task/protocols and the radioactive tracer being used.
Without limiting our study to a specific imaging protocol, we consider a typical F18-FDG
whole body scan that takes 200 seconds (one bed position) with a tumor-to-background
contrast ratio of 4:1 and use this condition for both Monte Carlo simulation and physical
experiment study.
4.4.1 Monte Carlo Simulation using GATE
Monte Carlo simulations are performed using the GATE v7.2 package. In GATE simulation,
a coincidence processing module takes the singles stream from one system and finds the
coincidence events within this stream. This works perfectly with any simulation that involves
only one system. However, it’s difficult to construct the insert and the scanner in the
same system in GATE. So we record the singles data list form both systems and find the
coincidence by using our own coincidence processing tool. This tool can find either true
coincidence events or regular prompt events using a defined coincidence window. It finds
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Figure 4.4: Cylindrical phantom with spherical tumors of different sizes simulated.
coincidence events across both singles data list, as well as within each of them. In this study,
we use a coincidence window of 4.5 ns to identify all types of coincidence events.
A cylindrical phantom is simulated in GATE with tumor sizes and relative position in the
FOV as shown in Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5. This phantom follows the same pattern as the
experimental phantom described in the next section. In order to save computation time, the
height of the phantom is reduced to 3 cm, while the diameter of the cylinder is kept at 10.2
cm. Water is used as the attenuation material and no plastic component is simulated. The
activity concentration of the background is 5284 Bq/cc, equivalent to the typical activity
level of injecting 10 mCi radioactive tracer into a 70 kg patient body, assuming body density
is the same as water. The tumors have higher activity concentration equal to 4 times that
of the background, making it a 4:1 contrast ratio. The phantom is designed that some small
tumors that will be hardly detected by a whole body scanner alone, under a typical 200
seconds acquisition time.
The whole body scanner configuration shown in Figure 4.5b follows the same geometry of
Siemens Biograph 40 R© clinical scanner. The phantom is placed down towards the bottom
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.5: (a) Configuration of VP-PET in GATE simulation. Insert panel at 5 positions
are shown. (b) Configuration of scanner only in GATE simulation.
with a distance to the center of 137 mm, which is at the lowest possible bed position limited
by the clinical scanner. The insert panel positions are shown in Figure 4.5a. In order to
increase the coincidence sampling coverage, we use 5 positions practically chosen to avoid
the patient bed according to our real experiment study. These 5 positions follow a circular
trajectory where the insert is firstly moved down by 220 mm and then rotated around the
center axial direction by -30, -20, 0, 20 and 30 degrees, sequentially. We acquired 200 seconds
Scanner-Scanner and Insert-Scanner data at each position. During the reconstruction, we
use a combination of 1000 seconds Insert-Scanner data to simulate a future design of insert
panel with improved detection efficiency.
4.4.2 Experimental Phantom Study
The phantom used in the experimental study has the same spherical tumor pattern as the
GATE simulated phantom. The cylinder has a longer length of about 12.7 cm. The total
volume of tumors and background region are measured at 4 cc and 1040 cc, respectively. At
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.6: 18F solution filled phantom
time of preparation, we injected the phantom with a total radioactivity of 1.96 mCi. The
contrast ratio is kept at 4:1 while the background activity concentration is roughly 13 times
typical clinical activity in a patient’s body. Since F-18 has a short half life of 110 minutes
and our experiments last for a few hours, we changed our data acquisition time for different
experiments.
The insert panel is controlled by the robot and placed at exactly the same positions as
described in Section 4.4.1. At the time of scan, our phantom still had a much higher activity
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concentration level than typical clinical condition. So during the reconstruction process, we
adjusted the number of events used for each insert position to compensate for activity decay
and we only use 200 seconds equivalent counts in order to make a fair comparison with the
Monte Carlo simulation. During our scan, the insert is always kept underneath the head
holder which contains the phantom, maintaining enough safety margin required in future
patient study.
4.5 Results
4.5.1 Simulation Results
We noticed an interesting statistical effect of the GATE simulation package when we re-
construct the same phantom image using different 200 second portions of the same piece of
simulated data. In the scanner only configuration, Figure 4.7a provides very limited visibil-
ity of the 5 mm tumor and its contrast is not recovered well. Figure 4.7b and Figure 4.7c
are both from the VP-PET configuration but only Scanner-Scanner data are used for image
reconstruction. Their only difference is that they are reconstructed from different time seg-
ment of the same piece of simulation data. However we observed that the 5 mm tumor looks
much sharper in Figure 4.7b than it looks in Figure 4.7c. In theory, due to the interference
of the insert device, images from the scanner only should be better than images from VP-
PET configuration with Scanner-Scanner data only. But here only the image in Figure 4.7c
agrees with this. We hypothesize that under such a short acquisition time, detectability of
such small tumors are affected by statistical noise, due to the low counts from them. The
ability to resolve this 5 mm 4:1 tumor under 200 seconds scan time is uncertain for a whole
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(a)
(b) (c)
Figure 4.7: Reconstructed images at 30th iteration of 200 seconds equivalent simulation
data with no penalty by (a) scanner only and (b) VP-PET using SS data set 1 only and (c)
VP-PET using SS data set 2 only.
body scanner and VP-PET with SS data only. We also hypothesis that by incorporating the
Insert-Scanner data, our VP-PET can consistently outperform a whole body scanner and a
VP-PET system using its SS data only.
To prove this, we make the comparison by adding 5 positions of Insert-Scanner data to the
Scanner-Scanner data used in Figure 4.7c to form a complete VP-PET data set. In order
to show the benefit of using insert, we also compare with 400 seconds and 800 seconds of
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Figure 4.8: Plot of line profiles comparing images in Figure 4.7.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.9: Reconstructed images at 30th iteration with no penalty by VP-PET using SS
simulation data only of (a) 200 seconds and (b) 400 seconds and (c) 800 seconds data.
Reconstructed images at 30th iteration with no penalty by VP-PET including Insert-Scanner
data of (d) 200 seconds data.
SS data from VP-PET. Figure 4.9 shows the comparison of reconstructed images without
applying a penalty.
The images in Figure 4.11 are reconstructed following the same configuration of Figure 4.9
but with a penalty applied to enforce smoother images.
With Insert-Scanner data, the contrast recovery of the 5 mm tumor is improved. In both
non-penalized and penalized images, considering the peak to valley ratio of the 5 mm tumor,
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Figure 4.10: Plot of line profiles of Monte Carlo simulation VP-PET images reconstructed
with no penalty in Figure 4.9.
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(a)
(b) (c)
(d) (e)
Figure 4.11: Reconstructed images at 30th iteration of 200 seconds equivalent simulation
data with penalty by (a) scanner only. Reconstructed images at 30th iteration with penalty
by VP-PET using SS simulation data only of (b) 200 seconds and (c) 400 seconds and (d) 800
seconds data. Reconstructed images at 30th iteration with penalty by VP-PET including
Insert-Scanner data of (e) 200 seconds data.
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Figure 4.12: Plot of line profiles of Monte Carlo simulation VP-PET images reconstructed
with penalty in Figure 4.11.
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VP-PET with IS data out performs all other systems including using 800 seconds of SS data
from VP-PET.
4.5.2 Experimental Results
We reconstructed images from the experimental phantom data using the same configuration
as in the previous section. However, we do not notice any performance improvement by
VP-PET. In fact, the detectability of most tumors in Figure 4.13c is even worse than that in
the other two images. This unexpected experimental result disagrees with the Monte Carlo
simulation results.
To find out the reason for this unexpected result that VP-PET with Insert-Scanner data
even makes the image worse, we reconstructed the experimental and simulation data using
Insert-Scanner events only. The experimental result in Figure 4.14a looks much worse than
simulation image in Figure 4.14b. In the experimental case, there is almost no detectability in
the Insert-Scanner image for small tumors and the image is full of artifacts in many regions.
We understand the reason VP-PET can improve the image resolution is that Insert-Scanner
events carry more information and the Insert-Scanner reconstructed images should have a
higher resolution than the Scanner-Scanner images. In current situation, we can not expect
any improvement from using these under performed Insert-Scanner data.
In the simulation and experimental data, the insert detector panel follows exactly the same
trajectory. The simulation data validates that our image reconstruction works under a near
ideal situation but the experimental data shows it fails under real situation. Most probable
reasons for this include incorrect detector setup and inaccurate robot positioning. Since our
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(a)
(b) (c)
Figure 4.13: Reconstructed images at 30th iteration of 200 seconds equivalent experimental
data with no penalty by (a) scanner only and (b) VP-PET using SS data only and (c)
VP-PET using both SS and IS data.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.14: Reconstructed images at 30th iteration of 200 seconds equivalent (a) experi-
mental data and (b) simulation data, with no penalty by VP-PET using only IS data.
in house made detector panel has relatively large variations in the detection efficiency by in-
dividual crystals, complete normalization is crucial to compensate for this issue. Incomplete
data correction will result in visible artifacts. Our robot positioning approach although has
a proven accuracy of below 0.5 mm for placing a point source according to the Scanner-
Scanner coincidence data, it is not guaranteed that our insert detector panel matches with
the point source center. The machining work, assembly and installation of detectors and the
tool measurement all introduce some kind of error that cannot be corrected by the only using
Scanner-Scanner events. A joint Scanner-Scanner and Insert-Scanner data based calibration
is required to align the two data sets properly in the 3D space.
4.6 Discussion
The results give us some insight on how to further optimize the design and application of this
VP-PET system. We do observe a lack of detection efficiency in our current detector design.
Although 3 mm detector thickness is a good choice for higher resolution, the sacrifice in
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detection efficiency is significant. We see around 2% counts coming from insert-scanner when
the insert is in the scanner FOV. Almost no improvement is observed when this amount of
insert-scanner data is jointly reconstructed with scanner-scanner data. When we artificially
triple our insert-scanner through Monte-Carlo simulation, we do see a visible improvement
in the image quality. This means we need to find a better balance point between resolution
and detection efficiency.
The artifacts in the Monte-Carlo images suggest that the data correction is not good enough.
The bright edges may be a result of no scatter correction. With the robotic arm holding the
insert moving in the scanner FOV, a new scatter correction strategy needs to be developed.
We also see that the top region of the phantom is slightly brighter than the rest of the
phantom. A probable cause for this is the attenuation correction of the insert. The current
way of computing attenuation correction factor is based on assuming the voxel is spherical,
to reduce computation load. However, when the insert detector is only 3 mm in thickness
while the cubic voxels are 1 mm3, this method may result in larger error when compared to
exactly computing the interaction length of the ray path through the voxel.
The experiment data of VP-PET prototype shows marginal improvement over scanner only
data. We suspect this is a result of the positioning error of the insert. Although we claim
that we developed a calibration procedure that can achieve sub-mm precision, this is based
on the assumption that the center of the carbon fiber case coincides with the center of the
8× 4 insert crystals inside the case. However, due to installation tolerance, we expect there
might be some inconsistency. To improve our experimental results to what is similar to the
simulation results, we need to use a better calibration method that jointly estimates the
offset from both the scanner-scanner data and the insert-scanner data.
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Currently this image reconstruction framework only considers a weight coefficients between
the scanner-scanner and insert-scanner data, which is enough for the Monte-Carlo study.
For real experiments, component-based normalization is important to compensate for the
variation in crystal efficiency. This GPU reconstruction can take crystal efficiency coefficient
computed by our previous developed methods. However, all methods are developed for
system with static geometry. While having an insert detector moving in space, the crystal
efficiency varies with the facing angle and distance to scanner. A more complex component-
based model is needed for this problem and it is challenging to estimate the parameters from
an Insert-Scanner data set of limited time and from limited insert positions.
4.7 Conclusion
We have developed a robotic controlled VP-PET prototype system integrated with a clinical
whole body scanner. We have demonstrated that our image reconstruction framework can
handle a VP-PET system with arbitrary and dynamically changing geometry, through both
Monte Carlo simulation and preliminary experimental data sets. The system integration
is time consuming and we are still not achieving a satisfactory positioning precision. The
image reconstruction framework uses existing statistic model and optimization methods.
The GPU-based efficient implementation shows a potential to do reconstruction in similar
amount of time of a typical bed scan. However the major innovation and unique feature
of this entire framework is that it provides a relatively complete procedure to do robotic
controlled VP-PET imaging. Although there are data correction components that need to
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be further developed or improved, this serves as a tool for the starting point of robotic VP-
PET. We expect to use this framework to investigate the optimal way to perform VP-PET
scans for a variety of applications.
4.8 Future Development of Robotic VP-PET
In the current phase of robotic VP-PET development, we have limited our application to
using pre-defined insert position and scan trajectory. This is a trade-off between the current
insert detector capability and the image reconstruction speed. As we keep increasing our
reconstruction speed by optimization and computational techniques, we expect to calculate
the optimal scanning trajectory adaptively on-the-fly.
4.8.1 Targeted ROI imaging
The system can also be used in application where the best image quality is needed for
a targeted ROI. As PET is a count limited imaging modality, counting statistics have a
significant impact on the image quality in terms of detectability and quantification. In clinical
imaging protocol, a patient will only be scanned for about 3 minutes at each bed position,
which limits the coincidence events of detection and is a limiting factor on detectability
of small lesions. This targeted zoom mode is suitable for application where an identified
ROI has the highest impact on diagnosis and outcome. It requires a targeted ROI to be
pre-selected by the doctor according to images from other modalities or previous scout PET
image. Then the insert detector is controlled by the robot to be placed at the optimal
position for this ROI, in up to three bed positions. The first and third bed position are prior
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to and after the ROI is imaged by the center FOV of the scanner in the second bed position,
respectively. In the first and third bed position, the insert is outside the scanner FOV and
functions similar as the whole body surveillance mode. While in the second bed position, the
insert is placed in side scanner FOV as studied in the current Monte Carlo simulation and
experiments. When three data sets are used to jointly reconstruct the image, we maximized
the counts from the ROI being detected and thus provides best possible image resolution
and contrast recovery, without sacrificing the whole body imaging capability. This can be
viewed as a direct extension to our first generation VP PET with additional isnert-scanner
coincidence events from 2 more bed positions. It should be noted that it is possible the first
bed position is not easily accessible by the robot using the current insert holder design.
4.8.2 Safety Concern
Having a robotic controlled insert detector moving around proximity of the patients creates
great concern of the patient safety. We have already investigated multiple solutions including
using the force torque sensor to detect any collision and using pre-defined safety region and
forbidden zone to restrict the moving range of the insert. Although all these solutions have
a good technical basis and are used in some industrial application, we are looking for more
redundancy in the safety measure and robot control due to the nature that our insert need
to be operating at a very close distance to the patient.
4.8.3 Adaptive Scan
There are already a lot of existing benefits that this insert system brings to whole body PET
imaging including better detectability for smaller lesions and higher contrast recovery for
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larger lesions. The power of having a robotic controlled insert system with a fast list-mode
image reconstruction engine is not fully expressed until we actually fully use this system
adaptively. There are literature study showing that better image quality can be achieved
by adaptively placing the insert detector in angular direction where the ROI information
carried by these insert-scanner LORs can be maximized. With a 6-DOF robot, our insert
can have even more freedom when imaging a particular ROI. In the multi-bed surveillance
mode, a ROI is first imaged by the scanner and then moved into the insert-scanner region
in the next bed position. In this way, a preliminary image of the ROI is reconstructed using
the fast reconstruction engine before starting the next bed position. By analyzing the tumor
location, shape and structure, we can adaptively choose the optimal position to guide the
insert placement in the next bed position. We are close to get a clinical image reconstructed
within the time frame of one bed scan. The image reconstruction speed could further benefit
from additional numerical acceleration techniques and increasing computation power brought
by new hardware, which will make adaptive imaging practical.
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Chapter 5
A Feasibility Study of a Point-of-Care
PET System
We propose a portable, low-cost Point-of-Care PET imaging system platform that consists
of one or more movable detectors in coincidence with a detector-array behind a patient. The
detectors are hand movable so that the operator can control the scanning trajectory freely
to achieve optimal coverage and sensitivity for patient-specific imaging tasks. This platform
does not require a conventional full ring geometry, and as such it can be portable and low
cost for bed-side or intraoperative imaging. We developed a prototype that consists of a
compact high resolution MPPC detector mounted on a probe and a half ring of conventional
detectors. The detector on the probe has 20× 20 crystals of 0.74× 0.74× 3.0 mm3 each, in
0.8× 0.8 mm2 pitches, read out by a multi-pixel photon-counting (MPPC) array. The probe
is attached to a MicroScribe R© device (referred as microscribe in this chapter), which tracks
the location and orientation of the probe in 3D space as it moves. We also performed Monte
Carlo simulations for two POC-PET geometries with TOF (Time-Of-Flight) capability, one
with a movable front panel and fixed back panel, the other one with both movable front and
back panels. A fully 3D list-mode TOF image reconstruction algorithm has been developed to
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incorporate the dynamically changing geometry information acquired from the microscribe.
The algorithm is implemented on a GPU to achieve fast reconstruction (on the order of
seconds), under practical count rate conditions. In this study, we report results from actual
experiments using this prototype and a point source, as well as Monte Carlo studies with a
Derenzo phantom using GATE.
5.1 Introduction
Typical clinical PET systems take up a full room and require patients be transported to the
scanner. A low-cost, compact and mobile PET imager that can be brought to immobilized
patients to provide important functional information may be of value.
Previous work on development of PET systems with unconventional geometry mainly aims
at increasing image resolution for a specific application. Examples include virtual-pinhole
PET [57], or zoom-in PET [65], whereby a high resolution detector is inserted into a conven-
tional whole-body scanner. The joint image reconstruction of different types of coincidence
data shows an improvement in image resolution and contrast recovery near the high resolu-
tion insert device [36]. In recent years, work has been reported on studies of integrating a
probe type detector into a whole body scanner or a partial ring system [9, 23]. The latter
type features highly incomplete sampling and methods are adopted to compensate for this
issue.
Commercial SPECT systems with freehand movement capability [62] are entering the mar-
ket. In such a system, a handheld probe of detectors replaces traditional detectors mounted
on a gantry. Events detected by the gamma camera are registered and projected using the
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position information from the optical tracking device. A major advantage of such a system
is that they can be used in an intraoperative situation since it provides maximum flexi-
bility and portability. For PET systems, the coincidence detection nature prevents people
from building a PET scanner into only a single handheld device as portable as the freehand
SPECT. However, PET offers significantly higher sensitivity than SPECT. Combined with
the TOF detectors, a freehand PET system can potentially achieve higher image quality
than a freehan SPECT system. Recently, the wide use of silicon-based photon multipliers
makes it possible to build a very compact and light weight PET system with TOF capability.
The EndoTOFPET-US collabration has reported building a dual modality PET/ultrasound
system that consists of an endoscopic PET/ultrasound probe and external PET panel for
high resolution of targeted imaging applications [40]. Similar to the freehand concept, both
of the the endoscopic and external PET detectors are tracked. A certain degree of freedom
of movement for the detectors is allowed so that they can provide tomographic information
to reconstruct a 3D image.
The advantage of having freehand or maneuverable detectors is not limited to building high
resolution insert probes. It can also be taken to build portable and flexible PET systems
that provide adaptive imaging capability. Without using a full ring of detectors, much cost
is saved. The lower cost and portability could possibly expand the clinical uses of PET and
provide better support for nuclear medicine research and development. In this paper we
describe a point-of-care PET (POC-PET) system that is built upon freehand manueverable
detectors for imaging a region-of-interest.
Having maneuverable detectors allows us to do task specific scanning by adaptively changing
the scanning trajectory, which includes the detector position, orientation, time duration and
how these parameters are combined. In a limited angle imaging problem, the quality of the
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final image will depend on how you design this trajectory and it is usually object dependent,
which means there is not always a predetermined optimal trajectory. To achieve optimal
image quality, one possible approach is that the scanning trajectory being progressively opti-
mized during the scanning, based on interpreting the image reconstructed from accumulated
data from the beginning of the scan. Since this is not a whole body PET scanner and only
images a region-of-interest, it is also important to confirm that correct and useful information
are collected before the end of a scan.
To solve these problems, timely image reconstruction is essential for this POC-PET. In high
resolution 3D image reconstruction, due to the size of images and number of LORs, the
system matrix requires a heavy computation and a large storage space. Two major types
of implementation could be found based on whether the system matrix is precomputed
or computed on-the-fly. The precomputed system matrix models more physical processes
and numerical methods can be used to achieve high resolution image reconstruction, at
the cost of computational complexity [29, 19, 21]. Methods that incorporate automatic
system symmetry encoding and sparseness compression are used to reduce the size of the
system matrix, however the computation cost is still too high for instant feedback [37].
Recently, GPU techonology is used to accelearte the image reconstruction and promising
results are reported. For precomputed system matrices, due to limited memory of GPU,
factorization is needed [67]. For on-the-fly system matrix computation, simplified model is
used to fully utilize the massive parallel structure of GPUs [11, 42]. For list-mode data, on-
the-fly computation avoids the low speed random access of GPU memory compared to using
a precomputed system matrix. For POC-PET system, due to the dynamically changing
geometry, symmetry is not useful to increase the speed and reduce the storage. As we want
to get timely feedback from list-mode data, an on-the-fly projection engine is the best choice.
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In this work, we report on a feasibility study of such systems using Monte Carlo simulation.
Different POC-PET geometries are compared. We also report a prototype design based on
this concept but without TOF capability.
5.2 Methods
5.2.1 Prototype System Design
A protype non-TOF PET demonstrating the point-of-care concept was built by integrating a
MPPC based high resolution detector into an existing PS-PMT based half ring detector of a
plant PET system. The MPPC detector was built in house and mounted on a cumstomized
hand-held probe which allows free movement in space with its location and orientation being
tracked by a microscribe. The half ring PS-PMT based detector is identical to the Siemense
Inveon small animal PET [60].
5.2.1.1 Detectors Setup
The detector mounted on the microscribe uses a LYSO array with 20 × 20 crystals (0.74×
0.74 × 3 mm3 in 0.8 mm pitch size ), coupled to a 4 × 4 MPPC array from Hamamatsu
Photonics through a cumstomized light guide. It is set up to collect coincidence events with
32 Siemens Inveon block detectors arranged in a half ring geometry of 8 sectors and 4 blocks
for each sector. Each Inveon block detector reads out a 20× 20 LSO crystal array and each
crystal has a size of 1.51× 1.51× 10 mm3 in 1.6× 1.6 mm2 pitch size. The diameter of the
half ring system is 87.1 mm so this prototype is a for small animal or plant imaging.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.1: (a) LYSO crystals, light guide, MPPC detector and resistor network on a
flexboard. (b) Crystal segmentation of the 20× 20 flood image
Figure 5.1 shows the LYSO array, light guide, MPPC detector and the resistor network on
a flexboard. Further detector performance of the half ring detector can be found in [60].
5.2.1.2 Tracking The detectors
Several other groups have reported the use of electron magnetic tracking, mechanical track-
ing and vision based tracking technology for similar purposes [63, 40]. For this preliminary
investigation, we chose to track the detector using the microscribe which is typically used
to digitize 3D objects into computer models. Originally it takes point-by-point measure-
ments on an object surface by touching through a stylus. By using the SDK we created
our own program to track the detector moving in 3D space and record the time-stamped
positions. The device has a semi-spherical working range of 0.63 meters in radius, with a
spatial resolution of 0.05 mm, which meets the precision requirement for our experiment.
Prior to scanning, a coordinate registration process must be done in order to correlate the
two separate systems. As the microscribe takes point-by-point measurement, we simply
used it to measure points of several known positions on the half ring Inveon PET detectors
and calculated the coordinate transform matrix. Define the affine transformation matrix
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Figure 5.2: MPPC detector mounted on the microscribe in coincidence with a half ring
Inveon detectors.
(rotation and translation) to be T ∈ R4×4. Let {x1,x2, ...,xm} be m known positions in the
PET half ring coordinate system, and {y1,y2, ...,ym} be the corresponding measurement
from the microscribe. Then the T is easily calculated using least-square-error method by:
T t = (XX t)−1XY t (5.1)

yx
yy
yz
1
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=
T0 ∈ R3×3 b
0 1


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xy
xz
1
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= T

xx
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xz
1
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(5.2)
where X ∈ R4×m is defined as,
X =
x1 x2 · · · xm
1 1 · · · 1
 (5.3)
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Y =
y1 y2 · · · ym
1 1 · · · 1
 (5.4)
and Y ∈ R4×m is defined in the same way.
During the scan, the microscribe continuously refreshes and records the coordinate and three
rotation angles (roll, pitch, yaw) of the stylus (where the detector is mounted on through
a holder) at 50 frames per second. The three normal vectors of the detector surfaces can
be calculated through the three rotation angles. Both the coordinate of the detector center
and the three normal vectors are be mapped into the PET half ring coordinate system by
applying the transformation matrix T .
5.2.1.3 Imaging Experiment
A cubic Na-22 point source with 4 µCi activity was placed at a location slightly off center
within the half ring FOV. 5.2 shows the experiment setup during a point source scan, where
the cubic Na-22 point source is at the end of the black stick. The maneuverable detector
probe was placed at 20 randomly selected positions by hand, roughly facing the point source.
We acquired coincidence events for roughly 75 seconds per detector position. 5.5 shows the
scanning positions and their relevant position to the point source and half ring system. The
arrows in the figure represent where the center of LYSO crystal array was. Note that these
scanning positions were randomly selected and we did not assign a specific order to them.
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5.2.2 Monte-Carlo Simulation
We performed multiple Monte-Carlo simulation studies using GATE v6.2 to test this POC-
PET concept for multiple flexible geometries, as well as study how TOF capability affects
the image quality. We record all the singles streams from the output of different systems
defined in the GATE simulation script. Then an offline sorting program was used to find all
the coincidence events not only within the same system, but also across different systems.
The sorting program also finds the true coincidences by comparing the event ID generated
by GATE. The output of the sorting program are list-mode events with time stamped as to
mimic the data format of the real system. The time stamps were used to correlate with the
location data from the microscribe.
5.2.2.1 Simulation for Prototype Experiment
We performed a simulation based on experimental hardware setup and scanning trajectory
to further explore the capability of this prototype. The random locations and orientations
of the movable detector picked by hand during the actual experiment were recorded in a file,
and then used to create a “generic movement” detector block in GATE, algined to the time
stamp recorded by the microscribe. In the experiment, we did not accurately measure the
position of the point source, thus we could not replicate the experiment in GATE by setting
a same point source at the same position. However, we manually identified the position in
the reconstructed image from the experimental data and used that position as an source
input for GATE simulation.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.3: Illustration of the scanning scheme of POC-PET Simulation Scenario 1 (a)
showing the scanning trajectory of the front(top) panel (b) showing the system definition in
GATE
5.2.2.2 POC-PET Simulation Scenario 1
In this design, we studied a human scale POC-PET system that consists of a moving panel
detector in the front (upper) and a static arc of multiple panel detectors in the back (lower),
as shown in Figure 5.3.
The front (upper) detector panel consists of 8 PET block detectors (2 transaxially, 4 axially).
Each detector contains 16x16 LSO crystals of 1.92× 1.92× 10 mm3 each, arranged in 2 mm
pitch. The rear (lower) detector panels consist of 24 PET block detectors arranged to form
6 panels of 2 × 2 arrays. Each detector contains 16 × 16 LSO crystals of 2.92 × 2.92 × 15
mm3 each, arranged in 3× 3 mm pitch. Additional system parameters include:
• energy resolution: 15% FWHM;
• energy window: 350 650 keV;
• timing resolution: 200 (and 500) ps FWHM for individual detectors, 282 (and 705) ps
FWHM for coincidence timing.
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The object imaged to mimic a patient torso was an elliptical tube with the following param-
eters:
• semi-major axis: 20 cm;
• semi-minor axis: 13 cm;
• tube height: 20 cm;
• material: water.
Radioactivity in the torso phantom include a uniform background within the central cylin-
drical volume (radius=13 cm, height=20 cm) and 3 sectors of hot rods to simulate lesions
(radius = 1.5, 2.0 and 2.5 mm, respectively; height = 30 mm). The spacing between hot rods
is two times the diameter of the rods (typical Derenzo phantom pattern). Radionuclide was
F-18; activity concentration was 0.14µCi/mL in the background (equivalent to 9.8 mCi of
activity uniformly distributed in a 70 kg person). The contrast ratio between lesions and the
background ranges from 6:1 to 21:1. The front detector panel was moved from one side of
the lesions to the other side in 20 steps to collect coincidence events for a total of 20 minutes
(1 min/step). For simplicity, in this simulation, the movement of the front panel has regular
and uniform steps.
5.2.2.3 POC-PET Simulation Scenario 2
In this design, we re-arranged the block detectors to form larger panels, but reduced the total
number of panels in the system, as shown in Figure 5.4. Compared to the fist POC-PET
design, an important difference is that this design has a back panel moving in conjunction
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Figure 5.4: Illustration of the scanning scheme of POC-PET Simulation Scenario 2
with the front panel. In our simulation, we simply make the back panel rotate at roughly the
same angular steps, so that the center of rotation of the front and back panels are roughly
where the ROI is located. With moving capability for both panels, it is possible to keep
them facing each other properly so that parallax error is reduced.
The front (upper) detector panel consists of 16 PET block detectors (4× transaxially, 4×
axially). Each detector contains 16×16 LSO crystals of 1.92×1.92×10 mm3 each, arranged
in 2×2 mm2 pitch. The rear (lower) detector panel also consists of 16 PET block detectors (4
transaxially and 4 axially) but each detector contains 16×16 LSO crystals of 2.92×2.92×15
mm3 each, arranged in 3 × 3 mm2 pitch. Additional system parameters are kept the same
as those in the POC-PET Simulation Scenario 1.
5.2.3 Image Reconstruction
We have previously developed an 3D image reconstruction framework for unconventional
PET system with arbitrary geometry. As with many conventional image reconstruction
implementation, this framework incorporates symmetry computation and is running on a
super computing cluster with scalability to multiple nodes through hybrid OpenMP and
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MPI. However, despite the advantage of getting high precision quantitative images, this
framework does not provide the flexibility to handle time-varying geometry and to do list-
mode image reconstruction in a very fast manner. In this work, we developed a fully 3D
list-mode TOF image reconstruction algorithm running on GPU, with additional capability
to incorporate a time varying system geometry
5.2.3.1 Image Reconstruction for Multiple-Position Scanning
Although continuous freehand movement is our goal, the trajectory is discretized into a
series of static locations. Each location is represented by a location vector (including crystal
block center vector and its normal vectors), an absolute time and a time duration within
which the moving detectors stayed static. Accounting for the different time duration at
different locations requires slight modifications to data model of conventional PET image
reconstruction.
We use the subscript d = 1, 2, ..., N to represent a series of N discrete locations of the
scanning trajectory for the moving detectors. The radionuclide concentration within a voxel
is modeled as λj, where j = 1, ..., J (number of voxels). We consider all λj to be time invariant
through out the scanning procedure and post reconstruction decay correction method will
be used. Within the d − th scanning location, the total counts of emitted positrons from
a voxel is approximated by a Poisson random variable with mean equal to λjτd, where τd
denotes the time duration for the maneuverable detector to be located at this position. We
use ht,i,j,d to describe the TOF detector response function (system matrix), where t denotes
TOF bins and i denotes line-of-response (LOR).
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Consider the measurements of each LOR at different locations are independent, the joint log
likelihood function is:
L(y|x) =
∑
d
∑
i
∑
t
{yi,d log(Ht,i,j,dλjτd)−Ht,i,j,dλjτd} (5.5)
Expectation maximization (EM) algorithm is used to seek the maximum likelihood (ML)
solution for λj . The list-mode TOF ML-EM update equation can be described as:
λ
(k+1)
j =
λ
(k)
j∑
d τd
∑
t
∑
i h(t,i,j,d)
∑
d
∑
m
ht(m),i(m),j,d
τd∑
j′ λ
(k)
j′ τdht(m),i(m),j′,d + ri(m),d
(5.6)
where m is the index for list-mode events. As randoms and scatters are also dependent on
the location of the moving detectors ri(m),d denotes the random and scatter counts for the
LOR corresponding to the m-th event at the d-th location. The time duration τd at different
locations affects the sensitivity term
∑
d τd
∑
t
∑
i h(t,i,j,d), which requires computation of τd
time-weighted backward projection of all LORs at each location and could be a speed limiting
factor for image reconstruction when continuous movement of detectors is considered.
5.2.3.2 GPU Implementation
Since our system features a maneuverable detector that changes its position during the
scan, pre-computed system response matrix usually used for static system does not provide
enough flexibility. On-the-fly calculation of system response matrix is generally slower but
could incorporate arbitrary geometric position of detectors as projecting list-mode events.
For the same reason, symmetry is not taken into consideration.
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In order to satisfy our goal that POC-PET could be moved to bed side and fast image recon-
struction is essential to provide timely feedback to the scanner operator, we implemented our
ML-EM algorithm on GPU using CUDA. To achieve faster speed and also to fit the massive
parallel GPU architecture, we moved from Siddon’s ray tracing method with sub-crystal di-
vision to a spacial invariant Gaussian function, to compute the geometric detector response
matrix[11, 42]. For TOF reconstruction, a Gaussian kernel with FWHM determined by the
system timing resolution was applied along the LOR direction, centered at the TOF bin cen-
ter. We use a parallelization scheme similar to [11, 42], where the computation is parallelized
in both voxel and data space. During forward projection, backward projection and image
update, a group of voxels are simultaneously assigned to different blocks of threads. While
within each block, threads loop through all the list mode events. So it is more analogous
to a ray driven approach. In forward projection, voxel values are projected to be stored
sequentially in the same order as list-mode events. This increase the memory access speed
since coalesced reading and writing operations are achieved. In backward projection, the
matched ray driven approach takes advantage of coalesced addressing at the cost of memory
writing conflicts in image space. However, the conflicts could be easily handled by hardware
atomic operation in recent newer generations of GPU devices.
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Table 5.1: Image reconstruction parameters for 3 systems
System Image FOV Voxel Size Number of LORs
POC-PET Prototype 256× 256× 160 0.8× 0.8× 0.8 mm3 400× 12800
POC-PET Simulation 1 400× 400× 200 1.0× 1.0× 1.0 mm3 2048× 6144
POC-PET Simulation 2 400× 400× 200 1.0× 1.0× 1.0 mm3 4096× 4096
Table 5.1 shows reconstruction parameters for the three different systems. Note that choosing
the parameters for image FOV is critical to reach higher performance. This particular
implementation relies on using the fast but very limited shared memory to speed up the
projection. A very large FOV with very fine voxel size will result in splitting the image volume
to fit into shared memory part by part, which will significantly reduce the reconstruction
speed. In theoretical analysis, using an extra fine voxel size for a fixed crystal resolution
will increase the computational load even more than the increase of number of voxels. For
performance evaluation, we ran our program on a single Nvidia GTX Titan Black Edition
graphis card, with 2880 stream processors. As our algorithm is parallelized in voxel space,
it is not difficult to extend this algorithm for multiple GPU implementation.
5.2.4 Scan-Reconstruction-Rescan
We briefly demonstrate how one can potentially benefit from this POC-PET with its unique
real time feedback information. The geometry used here is the same as that in Section 5.2.2.2
with a stationary back detectors arranged in an arc. For a particular region of interest, a
scanning procedure can be customized according to the target shape and contrast ratio.
Before an image is reconstructed, there is no information on how to design a task specific
scanning procedure. In this POC-PET setup, as the scanning is in progress, images are
continuously being reconstructed using accumulated coincidence events from the beginning
of this scan process. Based on the preliminary images, one could decide whether more
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scanning positions are needed to resolve the lesions, and/or more scanning time is needed to
recover the contrast.
We use the POC-PET design with fixed back panel as an example. The 20 maneuverable
front detector positions are sequentially grouped into 5 groups, with 4 positions inside each
group. Since the 20 positions span only roughly 25 cm in horizontal direction, they are
highly overlapped. Location 1, 10 or 11 and 20 do not overlap which means the trajectory
can fit 3 non-overlapping detector positions. We grouped the 1st, 3rd and 5th data set to
construct scanning trajectories which consist of these 3 groups of data in different order.
For a predetermined ROI, better image quality can be achieved if more sampling angles
are provided by coincidence LORs and more coincidence counts are detected from the ROI.
This means we can optimized the positions used for the detector to improve image quality.
The order of the scanning positions also matter since we want to get the images as fast as
possible.
5.3 Results
5.3.1 Non-TOF Prototype Experiment and Simulation
5.3.1.1 Experimental Results
Shown in Figure 5.5 is the scanning trajectory of the experiment. The arrow is roughly where
the center of detector front surface is located. All the 20 positions are randomly picked to
maximize the coverage angle of the FOV. However, on one side the approaching angle of the
probe is limited by the detector case of the half ring system. On the other side it is limited
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.5: Illustration of scanning trajectory drawn in Matlab (a) side view, (b) top view
by the range and degree of freedom of the miroscribe. As shown here, the sampling angle of
the point source is less than 90 degrees from the probe detector’s perspective.
Figure 5.6a shows the reconstructed image of the point source using experimental data.
As we expected, there are visible blurring effect along the direction orthogonal to where
LORs are missing (The reconstructed images have reversed Y axis compared to the Matlab
drawing of the point source position). We cannot measure any performance properties solely
from this point source experiment. We cannot claim the resolution of this system by using
iterative reconstructed image of a point source with zero background activity. Because
in such situation, image usually converges to a very few number of pixels thus producing
artificial resolution. This experiment does validate the positioning accuracy to a certain
extent. More quantitative experiments are needed to further investigate the tracking and
positioning system.
5.3.1.2 Simulation Results
Shown in Figure 5.6b is the reconstructed image of the point source using Monte Carlo
data. It is very similar to the experimental image except for that the point source in Monte
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.6: Reconstructed image of (a) experimental data, (b) Monte Carlo simulation
Carlo image looks sharper and smaller. This is normal for most Monte Carlo study where
all settings are nearly ideal. For example, the point source in Monte Carlo simulation is
a point in theory while the experimental point source is a 0.5 mm source enclosed in a
plastic disk. Besides such systematic factor, the positioning accuracy of the tracking system
in our experiment is possibly the major contributor to this blurring. Detector assembly,
probe machining and installation, microscribe calibration and coordinate system registration
all involve a lot of hand operations and all the errors will propagate into the final image
resolution.
5.3.2 POC-PET Simulation Scenario 1
Figure 5.7 shows the images reconstructed using different Coincidence Resolving Time (CRT)
for POC-PET design with fixed back panels. We do not show the results using 6:1 contrast
ratio here because even with 282 ps CRT, the rod tumors in this configuration are not
resolvable. The purpose of this comparison is to illustrate the importance of good timing
performance in this kind of limited angle PET scanning. As we can see, the first two
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images with 282 ps CRT have much fewer artifacts in the background region than the other
two images with 717 ps CRT. The later images exhibit artifacts related to the geometric
arrangement of the back detector panels. We observe artificial activity distribution coming
outside the simulated source region from places where there are gaps between the back
detector panels. It is also noticed that the circular source shape is not well recovered near
the bottom side. This is clearly because of the lack of horizontal LORs. Part of the artifacts
also come from the fact that these images do not have attenuation correction applied. These
artifacts are greatly reduced in the first two images simply because of better CRT. It is widely
known that good TOF capability can improve the contrast recover and reduce noise level for
limited angle systems. By comparing Figure 5.7b with Figure 5.7d, we clearly notice that all
the tumors have better contrast and looks more circular when CRT is 282 ps. By comparing
Figure 5.7a with Figure 5.7c we find that the big tumors which are not well separated in
Figure 5.7c now becomes easily resolvable in Figure 5.7a. So, better CRT can help both
improve contrast recovery and tumor detectability under low contrast situation.
Results shown in Figure 5.7 suggest that CRT 717 ps is not enough for our design of POC-
PET with limited sampling angles. Considering the detector technology development re-
cently, it is reasonable to plan the use of fast detectors that can achieve CRT 282 ps when
we start to build our POC-PET systems. So in the following simulation studies, we fix
the CRT at 282 ps and study the system performance of different design under different
contrast ratio. Shown in Figure 5.8 are images from the fixed back panel design in 5.2.2.2,
reconstructed from simulated data using different rods to background activity ratio. From
Figure 5.8a to Figure 5.8d the ratio is 6:1, 11:1, 21:1 and no background activity, respec-
tively. All rods in Figure 5.8a with a contrast ratio of 6:1 are not resolvable. In comparison,
conventional whole body PET scanner has the ability to resolve some big tumors under
such a contrast ratio, if enough scanning time is given. With from contrast ratio of 11:1,
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.7: Reconstructed images for a body phantom with Derenzo-like pattern rods with
different contrast ratio and CRT imaged by POC-PET design in 5.2.2.2: (a) contrast ratio
11:1, CRT 282 ps and (b) contrast ratio 21:1, CRT 282 ps and (c) contrast ratio 11:1, CRT
717 ps and (d) contrast ratio 21:1, CRT 717 ps.
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5 mm rods become resolvable. We include the image for no background activity to show
that this system is capable of resolving all the 3 types of rods under such an extreme case
and the degradated image quality is due to inadequate rods to background activity ratio.
It is noticed that the 5 mm and 4 mm rods in Figure 5.8d has different FWHM along the
horizontal and vertical direction. This suggest a non-uniform spatial resolution (FWHM) of
such kind of POC-PET system. This is expected due to the fact that POC-PET does not
have a 360 degree full tomographic sampling. There is not enough information to regulate
the estimation of activity distribution perpendicular to the missing sampling angles.
To better visualize the resolvability of the such a system under different contrast ratio, line
profiles are plotted in Figure 5.9. Rods with diameter of 5 mm are resolvable in both 21:1
and 11:1 contrast ratio situation.
5.3.3 POC-PET Simulation Scenario 2
Shown in Figure 5.10 are images from the moving back panel design in 5.2.2.3, reconstructed
from simulated data using different rods to background activity ratio. From Figure 5.10a to
Figure 5.10d the ratio is 6:1, 11:1, 21:1 and no background activity, respectively. Compared
with images from the static back panel design, images from this design with moving back
panel have some advantage. In the lowest 6:1 contrast ratio case, 4 mm and 5 mm tumors are
visible in Figure 5.10a while not visible in Figure 5.8a. In the 11:1 contrast ratio case, tumors
in this moving panel design appear uniform in their shapes and are very well separated.
However in the other design, the 5 mm tumors are mostly resolvable but obviously in a
poorer shape while the 4 mm tumors are only marginally resolvable.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.8: Reconstructed images for a body phantom with Derenzo-like pattern rods with
different contrast ratio imaged by POC-PET design in 5.2.2.2 with CRT 282 ps: (a) contrast
ratio 6:1 and (b) contrast ratio 11:1 and (c) contrast ratio 21:1 and (d) zero background
activity.
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Figure 5.9: (a) The position of profiles related to the phantom. Plot of line profiles for
images in Figure 5.8: (b) line profile A and (c) line profile B and (d) line profile C.
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In terms of resolution in a local region, the second geometry design with moving back panel
is more desirable. However we do notice that the cylindrical background activity region is
not properly reconstructed as there are some regions completely missed by the LORs joining
the front and back moving detectors. This illustrates a trade off between local resolution
and the overall image FOV. The second design has larger front and back panels with more
detectors in each panel, which leads to higher sensitivity and better axial coverage. The
fact that there is only one front panel and only one back panel raises the need to rotate the
panels in order to form enough in plane sampling coverage. If our FOV is properly located
around the rotation center of the detectors, we can benefit from both the high sensitivity and
large sampling angles, producing images of better resolution and contrast recovery. We may
sacrifice some regions that are not our interest which will not be sampled by enough number
of LORs. This provides a nice approach to design POC-PET systems with limited number
of detectors while the choice of scanning trajectory in this design is patient dependent and
needs to be carefully studied.
5.3.4 Scan-Reconstruction-Rescan
Images in Figure 5.11 are reconstructed by progressively using more data sets acquired from
different sampling angles. The images values are normalized to the same level and shown
in the same display window level in order to make the comparison. By looking at the
images, individual tumors are not recovered when only the 1st data set is used, as shown
in Figure 5.11a. By adding the 3rd data set, because of the increased sampling angle, most
of the tumors are resolved as shown in Figure 5.11b. However, due to the lack of LORs
from the direction where the 5th group of data orients, we noticed that this image has
orientation dependent resolution. This is clearly shown in Figure 5.12f that line A and line
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.10: Reconstructed images for a body phantom with Derenzo-like pattern rods with
different contrast ratio imaged by POC-PET design in 5.2.2.3: (a) Contrast ratio 6:1 (b)
Contrast ratio 11:1 (c) Contrast ratio 21:1 (d) No background activity.
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B are recovered well but line C has poorer separation between tumors. By adding the 5th
data set, as shown in Figure 5.11c, resolution in the line C direction is improved and this
can be verified by comparing the red and green curves in Figure 5.12d. The overall image
quality is very similar to the image reconstructed using the entire data set.
This suggests that in order to get a decent image quickly, we do not need to follow every
scanning position step-by-step. In future clinical application, we can potentially design a
trajectory that quickly builds up complete sampling angles and then starts to fill in the gaps
between them to improve the image quality. With the help of fast image reconstruction, we
can get preliminary images before the complete scan is finished.
5.3.5 A Panel - Half Ring Scanner Example
We further illustrate the Point-Of-Care idea using a PET system built for the ACTIV-PET.
Different from ACTIV-PET, we redesigned the scanning trajectory of the flat panel detector
to allow larger coverage angle. In this experiment, the cylindrical phantom is positioned
at the rough center of the clinical scanner. The panel detector is rotated from negative 90
degrees to positive 90 degrees around the z axis (axial direction) of the scanner, by a rotation
radius of 128 mm. Data is acquired for around 5 minutes at every 15 degrees, for a total of 13
positions. To simulate the ”back panel” of POC-PET, we only use data from the upper half
of the whole body scanner ring in coincidence with the flat panel detector. In the ideal case,
the detector pairs enabled should change accordingly with the panel position. However, in
clinical PET, this involves re-program the FPGA of the coincidence processor which cannot
be done on-the-fly. So we took a simplified approach with fixed combination of crystal pairs
between the panel and the scanner, where only the upper half portion is enabled.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.11: Image reconstructed at 15th iteration of 21:1 background activity using CRT
282 ps from data set acquired at (a) 1st group of positions, (b) 1st and 3rd group of positions,
(c) 1st, 3rd and 5th group of positions, (d) all groups of positions.
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Figure 5.12: Line profile for reconstructed images in Figure 5.11.(a) The position of profiles
A, B and C related to the phantom. Line profiles showing the voxel value of (b) line profile
A, (c) line profile B, (d) line profile C, in images reconstructed using different groups of data.
Line profiles A, B and C in images reconstructed from (a) 1st group of data, (f) 1st and 3rd
group of data, (g) 1st, 3rd and 5th group of data.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
Figure 5.13: Experiment setup of using robotic controlled flat panel detector together with
Siemens Biograph 40 whole body scanner to demonstrate the idea of Point-Of-Care PET
Fig 5.13 illustrates the scanning trajectory in this experiments. Photos are taken after data
acquisition is done, which may not reflect the exact position where data is being acquired.
During the data collection, we scan the first position for 211 seconds and normalized the
scanning time for the rest of positions for decay correction. Since the activity concentration
level at the time of scan was higher than the normal 5285 Bq/cc, the scanning time at each
positions is roughly 350 seconds equivalent to 200 seconds scan of normal concentration.
List mode GPU image reconstruction is used to reconstruct only the panel-scanner events of
13 positions, totaling 21 million counts. This number is roughly the same as a 200 seconds
equivalent scan of the same phantom of normal activity concentration by the scanner only.
By maintaining such a similar level of coincidence counts we can compares the image quality
across different systems.
Image of this system is reconstructed with a 320 × 320 × 224 image volume of voxel size
1 × 1 × 1 mm3. Due to the limited number of counts and smaller FOV size, it only takes
8 seconds per iteration for non-penalized ML reconstruction to run on a 4 GTX Titan X
system.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.14: (a) Sensitivity image showing the relative position between panel positions and
the phantom. (b) The 20th iteration of ML reconstructed images using panel-scanner only
prompt events
Figure 5.14 shows the maximum likelihood reconstructed image at 20th iteration of the panel-
scanner system to demonstrate the POC-PET idea. Compared to the images reconstructed
by the whole body scanner or the robotic VP-PET in Chapter 4, this image shows higher
noise level and poorer resolution for small tumors. The smallest 2 tumors are not resolvable
in this image. As we have explained in Chapter 4, the current hardware setup is likely to
have some systematic positioning error that needs to be corrected. We expect better image
quality from this setting once the error is corrected.
5.4 Discussion and Conclusion
We have demonstrated through simulation a new type of PET system design suitable for
use in point of care situation. Compared to conventional whole body scanner, this new
type of PET system consists of fewer number of detectors and readout channels, resulting
in much lower cost and compactness. For the system we simulate, it has 32 block detectors
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in total, which is only about 1/6 of a clinical scanner. We compared two different geometry
implementation, one with a static arc of detectors in the back, the other one with a moving
flat panel of detectors in the back. A resolution improvement could be seen in the second
geometry implementation however it has smaller FOV.
We also showed that customized scanning for different imaging tasks using POC-PET could
potentially save the scanning time. While scanning, images are being reconstructed to help
the operator decide if additional scanning is need or not. In some cases, lesions with higher
contrast ratio need less scanning time so that not all tasks are scanned at a fixed time.
We demonstrated the POC-PET concept on a larger scale panel-scanner PET system and
the corresponding image reconstruction running on a multi-GPU workstation. We noticed
that the images are very noisy and exhibit different kinds of artifacts. A very likely reason
for this is due to our robot positioning accuracy during the entire experiment. Since our
robot system is only calibrated using a scanner based approaching, the carbon fiber housing
of the panel detector is accurately positioned but the crystals inside the housing may not be
well positioned. Many artifacts also relates to the lack of crystal efficiency normalization. In
this case because our flat panel detector array has a large variations in detection efficiency
of different crystals, not correcting for them will end up with visible artifact in the images.
We investigated some essential technology for POC-PET systems. Time-of-flight capability
is essential to make this POC-PET to be useful. Since POC-PET does not provide complete
sampling angles even with moving the maneuverable detectors around a ROI, non-TOF
data does not provide enough information to resolve the rods in all directions. It is known
that contrast recover ratio also depends on the sensitivity of the system. System with fewer
sampling angles tend to have poorer contrast recover. We show through simulation it is hard
to recover activity distribution with low tumor-to-background contrast ratio and POC-PET
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typically has worse contrast recover than whole body PET scanner. It is reported that TOF
information improves the image quality in terms of signal to noise ratio, contrast recover
ratio by reducing uncertainty along the LOR. Our simulation results show 300 ps may be a
base line for requirement of timing resolution for POC-PET.
It is possible to move this POC-PET to patient bedside for a variety of applications. The
maneuverable detectors in this design allow dynamic geometry change during the scan. For
a local region of interest, this could partially compensate the incomplete sampling angles
caused by limited number of detectors and result in improved image quality. We show
that with additional information from TOF capability, 5 mm rods are resolvable in human
scale simulation setup. We also demonstrated a GPU implementation of a fast fully 3D list
mode image reconstruction with capability to handle this dynamic changing geometry. For a
practical count rate when imaging a patient, timely feedback could be achievable. A natural
extension of this work will be using the instant feedback from reconstructed images to guide
the ongoing scanning procedure (for example, optimize the scanning trajectory) in real time
to get improved images.
In our work, all images are reconstructed assuming the detectors having uniform sensitiv-
ity, invariant to many factors that could happen during a real scan. In practical situation,
normalization is essential to get quantitatively accurate images especially when considering
a dynamically changing geometry. Compared to conventional PET system with static ge-
ometry, the dynamic changing geometry of POC-PET makes it favorable to use component
based normalization instead of direct LOR based normalization. This is because there could
be infinite number of possible combinations of scanning positions which leads to a low count
rate for each LOR and this could make direct LOR normalization very noise. In component
based normalization, dynamically changing geometry adds extra degrees of freedom to the
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parameter space of component-based normalization. A way to acquire the minimal data for
normalization of POC-PET system requires future investigation.
Image reconstruction implement on GPU devices significantly reduces the computation time
(reported by several groups). Although same or even faster speed is achievable using a super
computing cluster, a single computer with multiple GPUs will be much more favorable to
POC-PET since it could be compactly integrated and made low cost. In theory, a single
GPU has no more than one order of magnitude higher computation power than a multiple
core single CPU. Further optimization is need to achieve even more significant speed up.
With dynamically changing geometry, an important part of the optimization is to find an
efficient on-the-fly forward/backward projection engine that fully utilize the massive parallel
structure of GPUs. Compared to offline computation of system matrix where we can use
numerical methods to ensure accuracy, the projection engine we use here is a spatial invariant
Gaussian kernel applied to the LOR connecting the surface center of the crystal pair, which
is a trade off between speed and accuracy. With no sub crystal division, this method suffers
from incorrect modeling of parallax effect. However, as a potential advantage of a POC-PET
system, the scanning trajectory can be designed to minimize this effect.
Attenuation correction is challenging for POC-PET system as there is no integrated CT
scanner. In ideal situation where the PET scanner has very high TOF resolution, it is possible
to estimate the attenuation image while reconstructing the emission image simultaneously,
without using a CT scan[12, 45, 46]. This could be one option for PET systems without
other robust attenuation correction tools. However, the POC-PET has a limited angle of
sampling and this makes it more difficult to estimate the correct attenuation image.
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